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ABSTRACT 
In this study project we give a general introduction to quantum field theories. In the 
first chapter we revise the operator formalism of quantum mechanics as well as the second 
quantization scheme that is used to describe many-particle systems. In the second chapter 
we develop the idea of path integrals within a quantum mechanics framework. We then apply 
path integral formalism developed in chapter two to introduce quantum field theories. We 
describe a field theory for scalar fields in chapter three and then a field theory for fermion 
fields in chapter four as well as the renormalization techniques in chapter five. In chapter six 
we show how scattering amplitudes are related to Green's functions which are derived from 
the path integral formalism. In the last chapter we give a brief introduction to gauge field 
theories. 
OPSOMMING 
In hierdie werkstuk, gee ons 'n algemene inleiding tot kwantum velde-teoriee. In die 
eerste hoofstuk hersien ons die operator formalisme van kwantum meganika asook die tweede 
kwantisasie skema wat gebruik word om veel-deeltjie sisteme te beskryf. Ons ontwikkel in 
die tweede hoofstuk die idee van padintegrale binne die raamwerk van kwantum meganika. 
Ons gebruik dan hierdie padintegraal formalisme, wat in die tweede hoofstuk ontwikkel is, om 
kwantum velde-teoriee te verduidelik. Ons beskryf 'n velde teorie vir skalaar velde in hoofstuk 
drie en dan 'n velde teorie vir fermion velde in hoofstuk vier asook die renormalisasie tegnieke 
in hoofstuk vyf. In hoofstuk ses toon ons die die verband tussen verstrooiings-amplitudes en 
Green's funksies , wat uit die padintegraal formalisme herlei word. In die laaste hoofstuk, gee 
ons 'n kort inleiding tot ykveldteoriee. 
lll 
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Notation 
In this work we take c = n = 1. 
The following notation is used for commutation relations. 
Commutators : [a, b]_ = ab - ba. Anti-commutators : [a, b]+ = ab+ ba. 
For relativistic variables we use the standard notation. The metric is 
1 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 0 
g= 
0 0 -1 0 
0 0 0 -1 
The four-vector inner product is denoted as 
where p ·xis the three vector inner product. 
The gamma matrices, 'Yµ are defined as 
7° ( ~ ~I) 
7' ~ ( _:, :} 
where ai; i = 1, 2, 3 are the Pauli spin matrices. 
We also use the Feynman notation that p = 'YµPw 
We will use a bar notation (x) to denote that a variable is in Euclidian space, otherwise 
the variable is in Minkowski space. 
Vlll 
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CHAPTER 1 
Operator formalism and Second Quantization 
In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, the method of first quantization describes the motion 
of single particles and is suitable for massive particles with kinetic energy less than the 
particle's rest mass, Ek « m 0 • First quantization also can be used for particles where the 
kinetic energy is higher than the rest mass, but care must be taken with the interpretation of 
the results within this quantization framework, or else difficulties like the Klein paradox could 
occur. To describe many-particle systems within the first quantization framework, one must 
construct a N-body wave function within the configuration space. In principle, the N-body 
wave-function contains all possible information about the system, but a direct solution of the 
Schrodinger equation using this wave-function is impractical. 
We wish to introduce a new quantization scheme, namely second quantization, where 
many-particle systems are described more naturally. The advantages of second quantization 
is that the second quantized operators incorporate the specific statistics of the particles, 
where in first quantization, the statistics need to be inserted manually when constructing the 
N-body wave-function. Another advantage is that calculations are much simpler since one 
concentrates on the few matrix elements of interest, thus avoiding the need for dealing with 
the many-particle wave-function and the coordinates of all the remaining spectator particles. 
In the second quantization framework, we interpret single particle wave functions (from 
first quantization) as classical fields 1. They are then transformed into quantized operator 
fields. The requirement that the energy of the free states be positive restricts states of half 
spin to anti-symmetric states and states of integer spin to symmetric states. 
In the following section, the second quantization scheme is applied to the Schrodinger 
equation. 
1.1 Schrodinger's Theory 
We regard the Schrodinger wave function, 'lj;(x), as a classical field. The Lagrange density 
for a free particle is given by 
1 A field is the generalization of the notion of a coordinate of a particle to a continuum of particles, with 
the possibility of one or more particles occurring at each point of space. 
1 
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1. Operator formalism and Second Quantization 2 
.... ---> ;-
where ft= ft - gt. 
If 'lj;*(x) and 'lj;(x) are independent fields, then the Euler -Lagrange relations produce the 
free particle Schrodinger equation, 
.a'lj;(x) '\7 2'1/J(x) 
z--=- . at 2m 
The momentum conjugates of 'l/J and 'l/J* are 7r(x)* and 7r(x) respectively, where 
* ( ) ac i * ( ) 
7f x = (qj_) = 2'1/J x ) 
a at 
ac i 
and 7r(x) = (~) = -2'1/J(x). 
a at 
The Hamiltonian density can now be calculated by 
* a'lj; a'lj;* 1 - * -1{ = 7r - + -7r - £ = -'\l'lj; (x) · '\l'lj;(x). at at 2m 
We calculate the total Hamiltonian by integrating over the total volume, which yields 
(after an integration by parts) 
(1.1) 
where we have assumed that the integral over the total derivative is zero because of boundary 
conditions. 
The solutions of the Scrodinger equation 
H'l/Jn(x) = En'l/Jn(x) are then 
So far all of the above has been classical field theory, but we can now go over to the second 
quantization formalism by quantizing the fields. This is done by expanding the classical 
field in terms of the eigensolutions of the classical field equations, 'lj;(x) = L:n an'l/J;i°(x). We 
interpret the expansion coefficients as annihilation and creation operators, where an is the 
annihilation operator which destroys a particle of momentum Pn; and the complex conjugate, 
at is the creation operator which creates a particle of momentum Pn· For a single particle, 
the creation and annihilation operators satisfy [an, a~,]±= Onn'· For identical many-particle 
systems, the specific commutator relation that holds depends on the the spin of the particle 
(See later). 
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1. Operator formalism and Second Quantization 3 
The expansion of the classical field can be substituted into equation (1.1) and using the 
fact that .fi3r 'l/i:/;* (x )'lf;:;, (x) = 8nn', the Hamiltonian in second quantization form is obtained: 
(1.2) 
1.1.1 Commutation and Anti-commutation Relations 
The quantization of a classical field leads to the introduction of creation and annihilation 
operators on Fock states, which describe many particles. These particles are identical, which 
means that the Fock states of a quantum field must be symmetric or anti-symmetric. This 
implies that the creation and annihilation operators must satisfy commutation relations for 
symmetric states (integer spin) or anti-commutation relations for anti-symmetric states (half 
integer spin). 
The Schrodinger equation can describe particles with both symmetric and anti-symmetric 
states, thus we can be quantize by using either commutation relations or anti-commutation 
relations for operators. The Klein-Gordon equation and the Dirac equation however, describe 
particles of only symmetric and anti-symmetric states respectively. We can use the same 
procedure that was used to quantize the Schrodinger theory to quantize the Klein-Gordon 
and Dirac theories if suitable care is taken as to which commutation or anti-commutation 
relations are used. 
1.2 Klein-Gordon Theory 
The Lagrange density for the complex Klein-Gordon theory, which describes spin 0 parti-
cles (scalar theory), is given by 
The equations of motion are D¢(x) + m 2 = 0 and the conjugate momenta are 
7r*(x) = a¢* 
at 
a¢ 
and 7r(x) = at. 
Once again the Hamiltonian can be obtained by integrating over the spatial coordinates 
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to give (after partial integration) 
or 
where the Klein-Gordon equations of motions were used to go from the first line to the second. 
We can expand the Klein-Gordon fields in terms of the positive and negative energy solu-
tions2 of the Klein-Gordon equation and quantize by imposing commutator/anti-commutator 
relations on the coefficients. This transforms the coefficients into creation and annihilation 
operators. Thus 
n 
<t>t(x) 2:(a~<t>~*(x) + en<t>=~(x)) 
n 
The coefficients are interpreted as follows 
• an destroys a particle with momentum Pn and positive charge. 
• Cn destroys an antiparticle with momentum Pn and negative charge. 
• a~ creates a particle with momentum Pn and positive charge. 
• c~ creates an antiparticle with momentum Pn and negative charge. 
Using the orthogonal relations (A.2) between¢+ and</>-, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian 
H 
as H 
tt 
-fd3r </>t(x).E_ a¢ 
at at 
- jd3r L(a~</>~*(x) + Cn</>=~(x)) 
n 
tt 
x (-i)! LEn1(an1</>~1(x) +c~,</>=n'(x)) 
n' 
L En(a~an +enc~). 
n 
2See section (A.1) for the solution of the free particle Klein-Gordon equation. 
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The last term above is not in the form of a number operator, so we rewrite Cnch = ±4en + 1, 
where the plus is for the operators satisfying commutation relations and the minus is for 
anti-commutation relations. Thus we obtain 
H = L En(a~an ± C~Cn) + (OIHIO) 
n 
We can remove the zero energy term by defining: H: = H - (OIHIO) as the normal ordered 
product. This gives 
:H:= LEn(a~an ±c~en) 
n 
We would like this Hamiltonian and thus the total energy to be positive definite.3 This is 
only satisfied if the creation and annihilation operators satisfy commutation relations. These 
relations are 
with all other commutators zero. Since the Klein-Gordon equation describes particles of 
0-spin, they satisfy Bose-Einstein statistics. 
1.3 Dirac Theory 
The Lagrange density for the Dirac theory, which describes spin-~ particles, is given by 
where t:p = <pt 1°. 
The equations of motion are (-ifµ 8~µ. - m)<p(x) = 0 and the conjugate momenta are 
1r(x ) = ~t{J'Yo 
The Hamiltonian density is 
and i 0 7r(x) = --1 <p 2 . 
3We would like the energy to be positive definite as we interpret negative energy particles as being anti-
particles with a positive energy. If we had kept the interpretation of there being only particles - with positive 
and negative energies, then runaway transitions would occur from the positive to the negative states, and the 
ground state would then have an infinite negative energy. 
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We integrate by parts over the spatial coordinates to obtain the Hamiltonian 
To second quantize, expand cp in terms of the positive and negative energy solutions4 
n,s 
and regard the coefficients as creation and annihilation operators. The coefficients are inter-
preted as follows 
• bn,s destroys a particle with spin projection s and momentum Pn· 
• dn ,s destroys an antiparticle with spin projection s and momentum Pn· 
• bt s creates a particle with spin projection s and momentum Pn· 
' 
• dt ,s creates an antiparticle with spin projection s and momentum Pn· 
Using this expansion and the canonical equal time anti-commutation relations for classical 
Dirac fields, [cpa(r, t), cpb(r', t)]+ = 83 (r - r')8a/J, the Hamiltonian reduces to 
H = - Jd3r L (b~5 ¢~} (x) + dns<P=Ls(x)) 
n,s 
X L En1 (bn's'</J~, 5 , (x ) - d~, 5,</J=n'- s'(x)) 
n',s' 
L En(bLbns - dnsdL) . 
n,s 
Once again, we rewrite the last term in terms of the number operator and use the definition 
of the normal product to obtain 
:H: = LEn(bLbns =f dLdns), 
n,s 
where the minus sign is for the operators satisfying commutation relations and the plus 
for those satisfying anti-commutation relations. The requirement that the energy must be 
positive definite is satisfied only if the operators satisfy anti-commutation relations. These 
relations are 
4 See (A.2) for the solution of the free particle Dirac equation. 
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with all other anti-commutators zero. Since the Dirac equation describes spin-~ particles 
they satisfy Fermi-Dirac statistics. 
1.4 Symmetries 
If a symmetry is observed in nature, then the action S must be invariant under the sym-
metry transformation. This imposes a constraint on the form that the Lagrangian can take. 
With Noether's Theorem we can identify the conserved current associated with the invariance 
of the action under general infinitesimal transformations. This is Noether's Theorem: 
Noether's Theorem : For every continuous transformation of the field functions and co-
ordinates which leaves the action unchanged, there is a definite combination of the field 
functions and their derivatives which is conserved. 
Infinitesimal transformations of the coordinates and fields can be written as 
¢~(x') 
xµ + .At(xk, 
</Ja(X) + naiEi, 
where A and n are known functions of X and the Ei are known parameters which describe the 
transformation. 
1.4.1 Transformations of states and operators 
In quantum mechanics a symmetry is a group of transformations which preserve matrix 
elements. We can therefore represent each transformation in a symmetry group by a unitary 
matrix, which operates on the quantum mechanical states, transforming them under the 
symmetry. Thus the transformation of states is given by 
U(O)ln) = e-iQOln) =In') , 
where e is a continuous real parameter and Q is the generator of the transformations. The 
transformation of operators is obtained by using the invariance of the matrix elements 
(mlOln) = (m'IO'ln') = (mlUt(e)O'U(O)Jn). 
We see that the transformation of operators is 
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If 0 is independent of e' then 
Thus the infinitesimal change in any operator 0 under a symmetry transformation is 
given by the commutator of the generators of the symmetry group with that operator. If the 
symmetry is also a symmetry of the Lagrangian, then the transformations U(B) will commute 
with the Hamiltonian and thus the generator of transformations, Q, will be a constant of the 
motion. In this case, Q will be the conserved charge that is associated with the symmetry. 
1.5 Interactions 
Now that we have shown how states and operators transform, we can introduce the two 
main view points of quantum mechanics, namely the Heisenberg and Scrodinger pictures. 
We then introduce the interaction picture, which is a combination of the Heisenberg and 
. 
Scrodinger pictures. 
1.5.1 Heisenberg Picture 
In this picture, the time development is carried by the field operators <Pa according to 
<Pa i[H, ¢a(x)]-
7ra i[H, 7ra(x)]-
If His time independent, then 
<Pa(x, t) 
7ra(x, t) 
eiHt</;a(x, O)e-iHt, 
eiHt7ra(x, O)e-iHt . 
The state vectors, \a) are time independent. 
1.5.2 Scrodinger Picture 
We can now define the operators in the Scrodinger picture by means of a unitary trans-
formation 
</;~(x) 
7r~(x) 
e-iHt</;a(x, t)eiHt = </Ja(x, 0), 
e-iHt7ra(x, t)eiHt = 7ra(x, 0). 
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Here ¢~ and 7f~ are the time independent field operators in the Schrodinger picture, and are 
equivalent to the field operators in the Heisenberg picture at time t = 0. 
The state vectors la, t) 8 = e-iHtJa) are dependent on time according to the Schrodinger 
equation 
. a )s s I )s i at Ja , t = H a, t , 
where H 8 = H(t = 0) = H. 
Note that the Schrodinger and Heisenberg pictures coincide at time t = 0. 
1.5.3 Interaction Picture 
The interaction picture is an intermediate step between the Schrodinger and Heisenberg 
pictures. We can separate an interactive Hamiltonian into a part that is easily soluble, 
usually the free Hamiltonian, and a part containing interactions that is more difficult to 
solve; H =Ho+ H1 . 
Define the interaction field operators ¢7; and conjugate momenta 7f~ as 
¢~(x, t) 
1f~(x, t) 
eiHgt¢~(x )e-iHgt 
eiHgt 1f~ (x )e-iHgt, 
where H6 is the free field Hamiltonian in the Schrodinger picture. 
Define the state vectors Ja, t)in by 
The equation of motion for Ja, t)in is obtained by differentiating and using the Schrodinger 
equation to give 
By noting that Hbn(t) = eiHgtH6e-iHgt = H6 , Hin(t) = eiHgtH8 e-iHgt and Hin= Hb0 +Hln, 
the equations of motion are rewritten as 
(1.3) 
The time dependence of the states in the interaction picture are thus determined by the 
interaction Hamiltonian, Hln(t) , and the time dependence of the operators are determined 
I,'· ~ 
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by the free Hamiltonian, since 
¢~(x, t) = i[Ht, ¢~(x, t)] = i[Hhn, ¢~(x, t)]. 
1.6 Time evolution operator 
The time evolution operator, U, is an operator that transforms a state at time t0 into a 
corresponding state at time t1 . Thus 
The properties of U are given by 
U(to, to) = 1 
U(t1, t)U(t, to) = U(t1, to) 
ut(t, to)U(t, to)= 1 
.aU(t, to) _ Hinu( ) 
i at - I t, to 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
The last equation of (1.5) is obtained from (1.3) and (1.4). We can convert this into an 
integral equation using the boundary condition U(to, to) = 1. Thus 
U(t, to) 
1.6.1 Dyson time series 
fat1( - iHlnU(t1, to)) lto 
1 - i fat1(Hlnu(t1, to)) . lto (1.6) 
We can now use perturbation theory to solve (1.6). If H15 is small, then we can apply the 
standard iterative solution to obtain the Dyson time series : 
(1. 7) 
To simplify (1.7), note that the nth order term can be written as 
5 From now on we will work only in the interaction picture and thus shall suppress the in superscripts. 
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ator. 
Thus (1.7) gives 
(1.8) 
where H1(t) = J d3x'H(x). 
1. 7 Interacting Field Theories 
We can now introduce an interacting field theory, e.g. the ¢3 theory. This theory includes 
3 kinds of scalar particles, two charged and one neutral. The Lagrangian is given by .C = 
.Co + .C1 + .C2 +Lint, where 
Lint 
Thus we can calculate the Hamiltonian in the second quantization representation to obtain 
(after normal ordering) 
H = L Ek(a!kaik + c!kcik) + L Ekalak + jd3 x'Hint, 
k k 
where 
The time translation operator, (1.8), would contain the above interaction Hamiltonian density 
for the ¢3 theory. 
1.8 Green's functions 
A wide range of observables may be expressed as the expectation value of products of an 
operator at different space time points. This leads to the introduction of then-point Green's 
function, which is the ground state (vacuum) expectation value of a time-ordered product of 
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n field ope:rators. The Green's function is thus given by 
(1.9) 
As we will show later, the n-point Green's function can be directly related to the scat-
tering amplitude involving n incoming and outgoing particles. The scattering amplitude can 
be measured in experiment, thus the Green's function is important as it relates theory to 
experimental results. 
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CHAPTER2 
Path Integrals in Quantum Mechanics 
2.1 Quantum mechanics 
If a physical system is in an initial state IC t1) at a time t1, then the probability that the 
system will be in a different state I(', t2) at a later time t2 , is given by P = I((' , t2 I(, t1) 12. We 
need to be able to calculate the transformation function, or probability function, ((', t21(, t1). 
The time dependent wave function is the transformation function 'l/J(q, t) = (q, t11f;). Asso-
ciated with the coordinate operator q(t) is the momentum operator p(t). The transformation 
function between the eigenstates of the coordinate operator and the momentum operator, 
(qlp) is a fundamental quantity and is given by 
with 
Thus we can expand ((', t21C t1) by 
jdq' jdq" ((' , t2 lq'', t2) (q", t2 lq', t1) (q', t1 IC t1) 
jdq' jdq" (C'lq")(q", t2lq', t1)(q'I(). 
Since we can calculate (('lq") and (q'I(), a knowledge of (q", t2lq', t1) enables us to calculate 
((', t21(, t1). 
2.2 Functional integral representation 
We wish to represent the basic transformation function, (q", t2lq', t1), in an integral form. 
To do this, we divide the time interval into N smaller intervals, T = (t2 - t1) = (N + l)b.t, 
and then insert N resolutions of the identity, one for each time slice, into the transformation 
function. This yields 
(q" , hlq', t1) = Jdq1 . .. dqN(QN+i, t1 + (N + l)b.tlqN, t1 + N b.t) 
x (qN, t1 + N b.tl · · · lq1 , t1 + b.t)(q1, ti+ b.tlqo, t1), (2.1) 
13 
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where qN+l = q" and qo = q' . 
This decomposition involves integrating over all possible functions defined in the interval 
t1, t2, because the variables q1 . . . qN are completely arbitrary. We now need to calculate 
the infinitesimal transformation functions (qki t + ~tlqk-l, t). This may be achieved by an 
approximation that becomes exact as ~t --+ 0 or N --+ oo. In this limit, we form a functional 
integral, where we integrate over an infinite number of variables. 
To calculate (qk, t+ ~tlqk-l, t), introduce a complete set of intermediate eigenstates of the 
momentum operator 
2 
Assuming the form of the Hamiltonian to be H = ~ + V(q), we have 
(qk, t + ~tlpk, t) 
(qkle-iHti.tlPk) = (qkl(l - iH ~t - ~!2 ~t2 + ... )!Pk) 
p2 1 p2 
= (qkl[l - i( 2m + V(q))~t - 2! (2m + V(q))
2 ~t2 + ... ]IPk) 
p2 1 p2 
(qkl[l - i :( 2m + V(q)): ~t - 2! :( 2m + V(q)):
2 ~t2 
1 p2 2 
+ 2! [V(q), 2m]-~t + ... ]IPk) 
where we work to lowest order in ~t. The term of order ~t2 occurs due to corrections that 
take place in the ordering of the Hamiltonian. Because the the integral J dp occurs before the 
limit ~t --+ 0 is taken, we cannot ignore the O(~t2 ) term. If this term contains a function 
of Pk such that O(f (pk)~t2 ) ::; O(~t), then that part of the second order term must not 
be neglected. The functions of Pk that must be taken into account are of order p~, since 
O(p~~t2 ) = O(i"; ~t2 ) = O(~t). 
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If we assume that the 0(.6.t2) is independent of p~ terms, then we obtain 
Thus 
Jdpk(qk, t + .6.t!Pki t}(pki tiqk-Ii t) 
~ !?: e+i(Pk(Qk-Qk-1)-H(pk,Qk)t:!.t). 
The basic transformation function (2.1) becomes 
15 
We can write (2.2) in a more compact form by noting that in the limit N --+ oo, 
N+I L Pk(qk - qk-I) 
k=l 
and 
N+l L H(qk ,Pki t1 + k.6.t).6.t 
k=l 
If we define the measure as 
then (2.2) becomes 
/[ dp ]( dq] ei ftt12cit[p( t)<i( t)-H(p( t),q( t) ,t)] 
~ · J. t2citL J [dp][dq]ei 11 
J[dp](dq)eiS, (2.3) 
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where Sis the action. 
2 
If there are no velocity dependent forces, i.e H = ~ + V(q, t), then the momenta can be 
integrated out in (2.3) to give 
where the regular measure is now 
[dq] = J h7!'.t ft J 2~71'.t dq, 
This new form of the functional integral involves L = !mq(t)2 - V(q(t)), which is the classical 
Lagrangian in the second form, thus 
(2.4) 
The N variables qi, ... , qN specify an unique path. The functional integral is an integral 
over all these variables, weighted by eiS. Thus the functional integral can be considered as a 
sum over all possible paths. 
2. 3 External Forces 
In general we wish to be able to calculate the matrix elements ( q", t" I F [ q] I q', t' ) , where 
F[q] is a general function of the operator q. We thus need to calculate (q", t"fqk/q', t'), where 
t" > tk > t'. This can be done by inserting M resolutions of the identity between Qk and 
lq', t'), and N - M resolutions of the identity between (q", t"I and Qk so that the following is 
obtained, 
(q", t"lt1klq' , t') = JdqN ... dqM+l JdqM ... dq1(q11 , t"lqN, tk + (N - M)b,.t) 
x (qN, tk + (N - M)b,.tf · · · fqM+l, tk + t::,,,t) 
x (qM+l, tk + b,.tfqklqM, t' + M b,.t) 
x (qM) t' + M b,.tl .. · lq1, t' + b,.t) (q1, t' + b,.tlq', t'), 
where t" = t' + (N + l)b,.t and tk = t' + M b,.t. 
We can thus calculate the eigenvalue of Qk to obtain 
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x (qN, t' + N ~ti· .. lqk+i, t' + (k + l)~t) 
x (qk+l> t' + (k + l)~tlqki t' + k~t) 
x (qki t' + k~tl .. · lq1, t' + ~t)(q1, t' + ~tlq', t') 
= J[dq] q(t)ei ft;'dtLo' 
where we have used (2.4) for the last equality. 
17 
(2.5) 
If we add an external source term to (2.4), then the Lagrangian will be altered to L = 
Lo+ qf, and the transition function with external sources will be given by 
~ t" (q", t"lq', t')f = J [dq]ei ft' dt[Lo+ J(t)q(t)]. (2.6) 
Taking the functional derivative6 of (2.6) with respect to f (t) and then setting the source 
to zero gives (2.5). Thus we can write the matrix element of an operator in terms of a 
functional integral, 
(q", t"lq( t) lq'' t') 
We can also write the matrix element of the product of n time ordered operators in terms 
of a functional integral by taking n functional derivatives of (2.6) with respect to f (ti) and 
then setting the sources to zero. Thus 
(q", t"IT[q(t1) ... q(tn)]lq', t') 1 0 1 0 ( II I I )fl i Oj(t1) ... i of(tn) q ' t 2 q 'ti f(t)=O 
~ t" } [dq] q(t1) ... q(tn)ei ft' dtLo. 
Any time ordered functional of operators T(F[q]) can now be expressed in a functional 
integral form by 
~ t" (q", t" IT F[q] lq', t') = J [dq] F[q]ei ft1 dtLo. (2.7) 
2.4 Classical Limit 
Reverting to ordinary units, the phase that appears in the path integral becomes 
6 See appendix (B.l) 
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In the classical limit n --+ 0. In this case, the phase will oscillate wildly and the dominant 
contribution to the path integral will occur when oS ~ 0. In this limit, called the stationary 
phase limit, we are provided with a valid zero order approximation to the path integral. 
The condition oS ~ 0 yields the Euler Lagrange equations of motion. The solution of 
these equations define the classical trajectory, qc1(t) between q' and q". We can now expand 
q(t) around the classical trajectory, q(t) = qc1(t) + ij(t), so that the transformation function 
becomes 
(q", t" lq'' t') 
/[ dq]e kS[qc1(t)+q(t)] 
/[ dq]e kS[qcz(t)+ij( t)] 
J[dq]e k ( S[qc1(t)]+ o~Ct) lqcl q(t)+ oq(t;;o~(t 2 l lqc1 </(t1 )q(t2)+ ... ) 
where an integral over tis implied in the last two terms of the exponent. 
But 6~ft) lqc1 = 0, thus 
(q", t" lq'' t') 
j[dq]e k(S[qc1(t))+ oq(t;~o~(t2 ) lqc1 <l(t1 )q(t2)+ ... ). 
We introduce sources so that we can calculate normalized expectation values, 
(q(t))f 
(q", t" lq( t) lq'' t')f 
(q" , t"lq', t')f 
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since S[qc1 is independent of the sources f (t). We thus see that in the classical, stationary 
phase limit, the expectation value of an operator, (q(t))f, is just the operator's classical value. 
This result holds even if the sources are now set to zero. 
2.5 Ground state to ground state amplitudes. 
In section 1.8 we saw that the Green's functions are defined in terms of the ground state 
expectation value of time ordered operators. With this in mind, we would like to derive a 
path integral formalism for the ground state to ground state transition amplitudes in the 
presence of an external source. We will take the external source, f (t), to be zero for times 
less than L and more than t+ . 
Using the completeness relations of the eigenstates lq+, t+) and lq-, L) we see that the 
transition amplitude (q" , t"lq', t') in the presence of a source becomes 
provided that t" > t+ > L > t'. 
We note that (q", t"lq+, t+) can be expanded in terms of a complete set of energy eigen-
states at time t+ to give 
(q"leiHt" lq+, t+) 
L eiEnt" (q"ln, t+)(n, t+lq+, t+) 
n 
and similarly (q_, Liq', t') can be expanded at time L to give 
(q_ , Liq' , t') (q_' t_ le-iHt' lq') 
L e-iEnt' (q_, Lin, L)(n, Liq', t') 
n 
If we analytically continue to imaginary time, that is t --+ it, then 
(q", t"lq+,t+)--+ (q",f'lq+, l+) = L e-Enl'' (q", P'ln, l+)(n, l+lq+,l+)· 
n 
If we take the limit l" --+ oo then cEol'' becomes the dominant term7 and we can ignore the 
7The eigenvalue spectrum of H must have a lower bound otherwise the system will be unstable and will 
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rest of the expansion terms. Thus 
• /1 "'I - ) -Eof''( /1 ,,,I - )( - I - ) 
_hm (q , t q+, t+ '.'.::::' e q , t 0, t+ 0, t+ q+, t+ . 
t"--too 
Similarly, if we take the limit t' --+ -oo then we obtain 
. - / .,, Eof' - - - I ' " 
_ hm (q_, Liq, t) :::= e (q_ , LIO, L)(O, L q, t ). 
t'--t-00 
If we take the transition function (2.8), normalize by the sourceless transition function 
and take the limits t" --+ ioo, t' --+ -ioo; then 
lim 
t" --t ioo 
t' --t -ioo 
lim 
t" --t ioo 
t' --t -ioo 
lim 
t" --t ioo 
t' --t -ioo 
lim 
t" --t ioo 
t' --t -ioo 
(qll , t" lq'' t')f 
(q11, t"lq'' t')O 
( J dq+ J dq_(q11 , t 11 lq+, t+) 0 (q+, t+lq_, L)l 
f dq+ f dq_(q11 , t 11 iq+ , t+) 0 (q+, t+lq_, L)0 
x (q_, Liq', t') 0 ] 
(q_, Liq', t')O 
[J dq+ J dq_eiEot" (q
11 IO, t+) 0 (o, t+lq+, t+) 0 (q+, t+lq-, L)f 
J dq+ J dq_eiEot" (q 11 IO, t+) 0 (o, t+iq+, t+) 0 (q+, t+lq-, L)0 
(q_, LIO, L )o (0, L lq'' t')oe-iEot'] 
X (q_' t_ IO , t_ )0(0, t_ lq' ' t')Oe-iEot' 
eiEot" (q11IO , t+)o(O, t+IO, t_)f (0, Liq', t')oe- iEot' 
eiEot" (q11IO, t+ )O (0, t+ IO, t_ )O (0, t_ lq', t')Oe-iEot' 
(O,t+IO,t_)f 
(0, t+ 10, t_ ) 0 . 
We can now take the limit of t+ --+ ioo and L --+ -ioo so that the external source is 
defined at all times. We then obtain the normalized ground state to ground state transition 
amplitude 
(0, ioolO, -ioo)f = W[f] = Z[f], 
(0, ioolO, -ioo) 0 W[O] (2.9) 
where Z[f] is the normalized generating functional (W[f] is the unnormalized generating 
functional) with an external source f. 
continuously be decaying into lower energy levels. Thus Eo < E 1 < E2 < · · · 
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From (2.6) we see that 
lim lim 
t+ -+ ioo t" -+ ioo 
L -+ -ioo t' -+ -ioo 
lim lim 
t+ -+ ioo t" -+ ioo 
L -+ -ioo t' -+ -ioo 
(q", t"lq', t')f 
(q", t"lq'' t')O 
t" f[dqjei ft, dt[L+ f(t)q(t)] 
f[dqjei ft~"dt[L] 
f[dq]ei J~';'00dt[L+f(t)q(t)] 
Jid J 
i f ioo dt[L] q e -100 
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Thus the normalized generating functional in the path integral formalism is given by 
Jidqjei jdt[L+ J(t)q(t)] 
Z[f] = . ' Jldqjei fdt[L] (2.10) 
where the time integral in the exponent is over the imaginary region (-ioo, ioo). 
2.6 Green's Functions as path integrals. 
We would like to write the Green's function in terms of a path integral. From (2. 7) we see 
that 
(q",t"IT F[<JJlq',t') = [dq] F[q]eift1dtL . J t" 
We project out the ground states by using the imaginary time damping technique of the 
previous section. If we take the limits t" -+ ioo, t' -+ -ioo then we obtain 
~ . f ioo dtL (0, oolT F[<J]IO, -oo) = J [dq] F[q]ei - ioo . 
The normalized Green's function is given by (1.9) 
G( (t ) ... (t )) = (0, oo!T[q(t1) · · · q(tn)]IO, -oo) 
q 1 q n - (0, oo!O, -oo) ' 
where the field operators in quantum mechanics are the coordinate operators. 
Thus 
G(q(t1) · · · q(tn)) (0, oo!T[q(t1) · · · q(tn)]IO, -oo) (0, oolO, -oo) 
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= 
Jidq]q(t1) ... q(tn)ei J dtL 
Jidq]ei f dt[LJ 
Jidq]ei J dt[L+ fq] j 
1 0 1 0 J(t)=O 
i of (t1) . .. i of (tn) Jidq]ei f dt[L] 
(l)n o o I i of (t1) ... of (tn) Z[f J J(t)=O 
2. 7 Path integrals in field theory 
22 
(2.11) 
We have seen in this chapter that we can calculate all the results of quantum mechan-
ics (which can be obtained with a knowledge of the transformation function) by means of 
functional integrals. We wish to generalize this method to apply to many-particle systems. 
In analogy with the definition of a generating functional in quantum mechanics, we can 
define a generating functional for a field theory. The unnormalized generating functional is 
defined as 
where £ is the Lagrange density and the time component of the integral is integrated over 
(-ioo, ioo) . 
We can introduce sources for the fields, p to obtain the generating functional in the presence 
of a external source 
(2.12) 
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Quantum Field Theory of Scalar Fields 
3.1 Free field propagators 
From section 1. 7 we know that the Lagrange density for neutral scalar fields is given by 
Inserting 3.1 into (2.12) we have 
W[p] J [d</>Jei J d4xt[(8µ</>)2-m2</>2+p<f>] 
J [d</>Jei J d4x[t<f>(-8µ8µ-m2)<f>+p<f>], 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where we have integrated by parts in the second step. As shown previously the range of the 
time component of the integral in the exponent is from -ioo to ioo. 
We now continue from Minkowski space to Euclidean space by using a Wick rotation, 
where we transform x0 = - ix4 and xi = xi, with i = 1, 2, 3. Thus (3.2) becomes 
(3.3) 
WE[P] is a damped integral because -8µ[)µ + m 2 is positive definite. We can thus calculate 
the integral directly since it is Gaussian.8 Writing (3.3) in matrix form9 M(x, x') = (-[}µ[)µ + 
m 2 )8(x - x') , and then completing the square we obtain 
WE[P] j [d</>J etH<f>-pM-1)M(<f>-M-1p)+pM-1p] 
( ) 
i ipM-ip 
ex <let M - 2 e 2 . 
If we define the normalized generating functional as 
Z[p] =: W[p]/W[OJ, (3.4) 
then we have, for a free field , 
(3.5) 
8See appendix (B.4). 
9 An integral J d4 x is implied with multiplication of matrices. 
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We can easily determine M-1 to be 
M - 1(x,x') I d4k eik(x'-x) (27r)4 (k2 + m2) 
l:lE(x' - x). 
24 
(3.6) 
It can be seen that there are no poles in (3.6), thus M - 1 is well defined. We define l:lE(x' -x) 
as the Euclidean space propagator. 
Since we have calculated the Gaussian integral to give (3.5) we can continue back from 
Euclidean space to Minkowski space. 
We first concentrate on (3.6). Expanding in terms of the time and spatial components we 
obtain 
Im k 4 
, 
~ ---.... 
, 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
,,' C2 
Rek 4 
The last integral of (3.7) can be written with complex analysis (for x4 - x4 > 0) as 
where the contours Cl and C2 are defined as in the figure. 
(3.7) 
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The -if. term appears in the second integral because the poles which occur at ·rq 
i,/;;,2 + m2 and k,4 = -i)f2 + m2 are shifted to the right and left respectively when the 
contour is changed from Cl to C2. We can go over to Minkowski coordinates to obtain 
The first integral is a damped integral if Re(k4) > 0, thus the arc part of contour C2 will 
have a zero contribution to the integral.10 
The momenta can now be mapped to Minkowski space to give 
1
. loo idko e-iko(x~-xo) 
Im ~--~~---,-~~~~~-
HO+ -oo 27r (-k5 + k2 + m2 - iE) 
1. . 0 l oo dk e-iko(x~-xo) Im i ----~~----HO+ -oo 27r (kfi - k2 - m2 +fr) 
Inserting this last result into (3. 7) we obtain the Minkowski propagator 
~(x' - x) 
We can write out the matrices in (3.5) and then continue back to Minkowski space 
Zo[p] e~ J d4 xd4 x'p(x)M- 1(x,x')p(x') 
~ e- ~ J d4 xd4 x' p(x)M- 1 ((ix0 ,x);(ix~,x'))p(x') 
e-~p~(x-x')p 
' 
where ~(x - x') is given by (3.8). 
3.2 Self interacting ¢>4 theory 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
We can introduce interactions by adding a term ex ¢4 to (3.1). Thus the interaction 
Lagrange density becomes 
>. 4 
.C = .Co - 4! ¢ , >. > 0. (3.10) 
10Note that if x~ - x4 < 0, then the same result is obtained if the contour Cl is rotated in an anti-clockwise 
direction and the poles are shifted in the opposite direction as previously. 
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The generating functional is thus 
W'[p] 
Z[p] = W'[O] 
f[d¢]ei J d4x[.Co-fr</>4+p</>] 
f[d¢] ei J d4x[.Co-fr</>4] 
e -ifr J d4xf4 ~ f[d¢] ei J d4x[.C0 +p</>] / f[d¢]ei J d4x.C0 
26 
e -ifr J d4xf4 ff,r f[d¢]ei J d4x[.Co+p</>] lp=O/ f[d¢]ei J d4x.Co 
· .>. f d4 1 o4 
e -i;rr xi46P4 Zo[p] 
·A f d4 1 o4 
e -i;rr xi46P4 Zo[P]lp=O 
W[p] 
W[O] 
(3.11) 
Thus to calculate the generating functional for an interacting theory, we just need to be able 
to differentiate Gaussian forms, Zo = e-~p.6.p. Unfortunately, the functional derivatives are 
contained in the exponent, so (3.11) cannot be calculated exactly. We can however make an 
expansion of the exponent in terms of>., and thus calculate (3.11) by means of perturbation 
theory. After a perturbation expansion we have 
To order >.0 , Z[p] = Zo[P] is just the free field generating functional. We can calculate Z[p] 
to any order in >.. We shall calculate it to first order in >. as an example. 
3.2.0.1 Example : Z[p] to first order in >. 
To first order in >., we need to calculate 
i>. 4 84 
W[p] = (i - 4! j d x op(x)4 )Zo[p] 
We proceed11 by explicitly calculating the functional derivatives, 
(3 · i\ i\ ' ( i\ )3) -lp ,6_ 1p I iuxxuxyPy - i uxyPy e 2 Y YY Y 
11 We use a short notion by showing the parameters as indexes - 6.(x - y) = 6.xy 
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Thus 
(3.12) 
This can be represented diagrammatically as 
W[p] = (1+~8 - ~P_D_P + ~PXP)Zo[p]. 
8 4 4.p p 
(3.13) 
pxp where - = Ll(x - y) is the propagator, is a vertex term where the following rules 
apply: 
p p 
• the vertex is associated with a -i>-. term, 
• an integral over the vertex is implied. 
The vertex and the propagators are the basic building blocks of Feynman diagrams. The 
second diagram in (3.13) is obtained by taking the vertex and then joining two of the external 
legs to form the loop. 
Z[p] 
(3.14) 
where the denominator in the second equality was expanded using the binomial theorem, and 
only terms of order >-. were kept. 
It can be seen that the vacuum diagrams (diagrams with no external legs) have cancelled 
out in (3.14). This occurs to all orders in>-. in perturbation theory for normalized generating 
functionals. 
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3.3 Green's functions 
Then-point Green's function, in analogy to (2.11), is given 
(3.15) 
where Z[p] is given by (3.11). 
We can calculate the two point Green's function to first order in A by using (3.14) in 
(3.15). The result is 
We can now introduce Feynman rules. The Feynman rules are a method whereby the 
n-point Green's function can be obtained directly to a certain order in A, without having to 
go through the differentiation process as in Example 3.2.0.l. 
3.3.1 Feynman rules for q} theory 
The Feynman rules for the ¢4 theory can be formulated as follows 
• x -r-iA 
• Integrate over every vertex by J d4 x. 
• To order n, the topological weight of each diagram is obtained by counting the number of 
topological ways of drawing non-equivalent diagrams and then normalizing this number 
by dividing by ( 4!)nn! 
Other Feynman diagrams can be obtained by joining the legs of the vertex to form diagrams 
with loops, etc. 
3.3.2 Connected and disconnected Green's functions 
The Green's function as defined in (3.15) gives both connected and disconnected Green's 
functions . A disconnected Green's function is one that is made up of connected Green's 
functions of lower order by multiplying them together, for example 
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We can obtain a generating functional, X[p], for the connected Green's functions by equat-
mg 
Z[p] = eiX[p]' 
=> X[p]=-ilnZ[p]. 
Z[O] = 1 
X[O] =0 
The connected Green's functions is given by an equation similar to (3 .15), 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
To calculate X[p], we still need to calculate Z[p] with perturbation theory and then we expand 
- ln Z[p] to the desired order in .A. 
3.3.2.1 Example : Connected Green's functions 
For the free field we have 
Zo[p] = e-~ptlp 
i 
=> X[p] = 2pb.p 
The free field connected Green's functions are 
Gl = JX[p] I = 0 
c Jp(x1) p=O 
G2 = ~ 52 X[p] J = b.(x1 - x2) 
c i 8p(x1 )8p(x2) p=O 
G~(x1, .. . ,xn) = 0, \:/ n > 2. 
(3.18) 
Thus it can be seen that all the free field Green's functions of order n > 2 must be discon-
nected. 
For the ¢4 theory Z[p] to order .A is given by (3.14). Thus 
x[pJ -i1nzo[Pl - iln (1-lp_o_p + ~' PXP) 
i i " i pxp p p 
~ - p-p + - P__::,._j_P - I . 
2 4 4. p p 
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The connected Green's functions for the ¢4 theory are 
oX[pJ I - o 
Op(x1) p=O - . 
1 o2 X[p] I 
i Op(x1)op(x2) p=O 
- +~_Q_ 2 . 
0. 
1 o4X[pJ I 
i op(x1)op(x2)o(x3)o(x4) p=O 
x. 
\:/ n > 4. 
30 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
To order >., all the Green's functions of order n > 4 are disconnected. The n-point Green's 
functions calculated to higher orders in >., are in general connected. 
3.4 One particle irreducible Green's functions. 
We now introduce the quantity 'Pc(x), referred to as the classical field, and is defined as 
'Pc 
oX[pJ -i oZ[pJ 
----
op(x) Z[p] op(x) 
(OlcplO)P = (cp)P. 
(OIO)P 
Thus cp is just the vacuum expectation value of the field operator in the presence of a source 
p. If p = 0, then 
'Pc= (cp) =<po, 
where cp0 is the classical field. 
We define an effective action corresponding to the classical field by means of a Legendre 
transformation, 
r[cpc] 
or 
where op 
X[cp] - j d4xp(x)cpc(x) 
or 0 and - = -p. 
o<pc 
In the case of a free field 'Pc can be obtained from (3.18) to give 'Pc = ib..p. If we insert 
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this into the Klein-Gordon equation, we get 
where we set K = aµ 8µ + m 2 and use matrix notation. This result is obtained because 'Pc 
satisfies the Klein-Gordon equation in the presence of a source term. We write the effective 
action as 
i 
2pb.p- P'Pc 
i 
2(Kcpc)b.(Kcpc) - (Kcpc)'Pc 
1 2 (K 'Pc)'Pc - (K 'Pc)'Pc 
1 
-2cpcK'Pc 
t J d4x(8µcp c8µ'Pc - m2cp~), 
which is the action of the classical free field theory, justifying the reason why r is referred to 
as the effective action. 
In the case of an interacting field we are unable to calculate 'Pc and r exactly and must 
use perturbation theory to do so - there will be quantum corrections to the free field effective 
action. 
In general we can make a functional expansion 
The coefficients in the expansion 
n( ) ·n 8nr[cpc] I 
r 1, ... 'n = i s: (1) s: ( ) -ucpc · · · ucpc n 'Pc-0 (3.22) 
are known as the one particle irreducible (OPI) Green's functions.(In terms of Feynman rules, 
these are diagrams such that cutting any line does not lead to a disconnected diagram.) 
For a free field theory 
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We can relate the OPI Green's functions to the connected Green's functions by noting 
that 
and 
but 
thus 
82X 82r -1 
8p(x2)8p(xi) = ( - 8cpc(x1)8cpc(x2)) · 
The second order connected Green's function can be related to the second order OPI Green's 
function by 
For the free field r 2 (1,2) = -i(G~(l,2))- 1 = -ib.-1 which is the result that was obtained 
above. 
If we consider interactions, the 2 point OPI Green's function is modified by r 2 = -ib.-1 + 
2: ( >.). 2: ( >.) is the proper self energy which contains all the quantum corrections to the free 
field theory. 
The second order connected Green's function can be written in terms of 2:, 
G~(l, 2) -i(r2 (1, 2))-1 = -i(-ib.-1 + 2:(>.))-1 
~ b. + b.(-i2:).6. + b.(-i2:).6.(-i2:).6. + .. . 
-+-.-+ •• + ... 
(3.24) 
where -i2: =•is the sum of all the OPI self energy loops. The last thick propagator denotes 
that we have summed up all the self energy loops to obtain a dressed propagator, where the 
mass parameter has been modified. 
For 2:(>.) to first order in>., 2: = 0 and 
G~ = _ + _Q_ + 00 + ... 
The higher order connected Green's functions can also be related to the OPI Green's 
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functions , for instance 
G~ (l, 2, 3) = G~(l, i)G~(2,j)G~(3, k)r3(i,j, k), 
where integration over seperate indices is implied. This can be represented diagramatically 
as A =-X-X-XQ 
where o = r 3 . All the self interactions on the legs are summed up and dressed legs are 
obtained. The irreducible graphs are also summed up and this leads to the vertex corrections, 
which is the dressed 3 point OPI Green's function. 
In general, any n-point Green's function will be proportional to the n-point OPI Green's 
function and Green's functions of lower order. 
3.5 Feynman Rules in Momentum space 
In section (3.3.1) we obtained the Feynman rules in coordinate space. If we Fourier 
transform these rules we will obtain the momentum space Feynman rules. 
The propagator in momentum space is 
p2 - m2 + iE
0 (3.25) 
The vertex in momentum space is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of I(x ) 
-i>.f d4yt:l.(x1 -y)t:l.(x2 -y)t:l.(x3 -y)t:l.(x4 ~ y). The Fourier transform is 
I(p) = -i>. j d4yd4x1d4x2d4x3d4x46.(x1 - y)t:l.(x2 - y)f::l.(x3 - y)t:l.(x4 - y) 
x eip1x1 eip2x2 eip3x3 eip4x4 
-i>. j d4yd4x~d4x~d4x~d4x~ eip1x~t:l.(x~) eip2x~f::l.(x~) eip3x~t:l.(x~) 
x eip4x~ t:l.(x~) ei(p1+P2+P3+p4)y 
-i>. j d4yei(p1+P2+p3+p4)y f::l.(p1)6.(p2)6.(p3)6.(p4) 
-i>.(211°)48(p1 + P2 + p3 + p4)6.(p1)6.(p2)t:l.(p3)6.(p4). 
Thus the vertex is associated with the term -i>.(2tr)4o(p1 + P2 + p3 + p4). The Dirac-delta 
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implies a conservation of momentum for the propagators entering and exiting the vertex. 
Then-point Green's function in momentum space is given by 
The two point momentum Green's function is thus 
If a loop occurs, i.e. XX then only the external propagators will be Fourier trans-
formed in the n-point Green's function. The internal propagators will still be in coordinate 
space, but they can be written in terms of momentum using (3.8). If we use the Dirac 
deltas that occur at the vertices, then the Green's function obtained (for the 1 loop, 2 vertex 
diagram) is 
Thus, if loops occur we need to make sure that momentum conservation holds at each 
vertex when choosing the internal momenta. We then have to integrate with 1(~:~;4 for each 
free momentum in the loop. 
We can now summarize the Feynman rules in momentum space : 
• -P1 
• x -+-i).. . 
• Choose the internal momenta so that momentum conservation holds at each vertex. 
Integrate over all the remaining internal momenta with 
• A factor of (27r) 4o(p1, ... ,Pn) is added for the momentum conservation of the external 
legs. 
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• To order n, the topological weight of each diagram is obtained by counting the number of 
topological ways of drawing non-equivalent diagrams and then normalizing this number 
by (4!)nn! 
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Quantum Field Theory of Fermion Fields 
4.1 Fermion propagator 
The action for the Dirac equation derived from the Lagrangian in section (1.3) is 
where the elements of the four vector 'ljJ are Grassmann variables. 12 
The unnormalized generating functional for fermions is 
W[a,a] 
4 I rr [d~a][d'l/Ja]ei J d4 x[tPa(h"8µ-m)~1jJf3+ua1/J"+tPaa"J 
c:t=l J [d~J [d'l/J]ei J d4 x[tP(h"8µ-m)1/J+i71/J+tPa], (4.1) 
where a is the source term for~ and a is the source term for 'l/J. The indices a and f3 are the 
indices for the spinor components, which will be implied from now on. 
We can carry through exactly the same analytic continuation as in section (3.1) to obtain 
the fermion free field generating functional 
Z [a a] = e-a-Sa 0 ) ) (4.2) 
where Sis the fermion propagator given by 
S(x - x') = . I d4k 1 ik(x-x') i -- e (27r)4 /µkµ - m + iE 
. I d4k 1 ik(x-x') i -- e (27r) 4 ~ - m +if. (4.3) 
The propagator in momentum space is obtained from a Fourier transformation and is 
i 
S(p) = p .. 
-m+it: ( 4.4) 
The (n + m) point Green's function are defined as 
-+ +-
an+m = (;f+m - on - Z[a,a] om ,_ - . 
i oa1 ... oan oa1 ... oam a,a-o 
(4.5) 
12 See appendix (B .2) for an introduction to Grassmann algebra. 
36 
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We can carry through all our previous results, but we must make sure of the direction of 
the derivatives as we are now using Grassmann variables . 
4.2 Yukawa theory 
We can introduce a scalar-fermion interaction of the form gcpif;'lf;. This is known as the 
Yukawa interaction. 
The Yukawa Lagrange density becomes 
where we have introduced the sources if, a, p. 
The generating functional is then given by 
t- -+ 
i J d4xl .i. l .JL l .JL e g ; op ; 0u ; 0ii z0 (4.7) 
where Zo = e-tpflp-uSu is the free field generating functional. 
The propagators for this theory can easily be obtained by calculating the two point Green's 
function to give the ~calar field propagator,(3.25) and the fermion field propagator, (4.4). We 
represent them graphically as : 
-+-p ---+ b.(p) = p2-~2+it, the scalar field propagator; 
---+ S (p) = 1l-~+it , the fermion field propagator. 
The term associated with the vertex is obtained from the three point Green's function 
-+ t-
3 188 - 81 G = ---Z[a a]- . i3 8 p 80- ' 8a u ,u,p=O 
Expanding (4.7) in terms of g, 
t- -+ t- -+ 
z (1 + ig;_i_;__i_;_ 8_ + (ig;_i_;__i_;_ 8_ ) 2 + .. . )Zo 
i 8p i 8a i 8a i 8p i 8a i 8a 
= [1 - g(-b.p)(a-S)(-Sa) + O(g2)]Zo , 
we see that 
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This can be represented graphically by - --< where the rule applies that a factor of -ig 
is associated with the vertex. 
There is an extra complication if fermion loops occur due to the anti-commutative nature 
of Grassmann variables. If we consider the following n vertex loop 
I 
+ 
I x1 
_ _.x...!!Qx2•-
... I 
+ 
I 
then we can read off the following term 
where x1 labels vertex points and Y1 labels external legs. This term should give us the lowest 
order contribution to the connected n point Green's function. 
If we manipulate (4.8), we obtain 
nth order expansion term of Z 
where we have ignored the higher order contributions. Instead of resulting in the n point 
Green's function, the loop term has resulted in the negative n point Green's function. We 
must thus associate a -1 with every fermion loop to correct this sign difference. 
We can now summarize the Feynman rules for the Yukawa theory. 
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4.2.1 Feynman rules for Yukawa theory 
• -;;- ---+ L\(p) = p2-~2+if. Scalar field propagator. 
• ---p- ---+ S (p) = ~-~+if. Fermion field propagator. 
. - +--<---+ -ig. 
• Multiply by (-1) for each closed fermion loop. 
• Choose the internal momenta so that momentum conservation holds at each vertex. 
Integrate over all free internal momenta with 
• A factor of ( 27r) 4 o (p1 + ... + Pn) is added for the momentum conservation of the external 
legs. 
• To order n, the topological weight of each diagram is obtained by counting the number of 
topological ways of drawing non-equivalent diagrams and then normalizing this number 
by n! 
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CHAPTER 5 
Renormalization of a >-..1.p4 theory 
The momentum space two point Green's function for the </>4 theory is given by (3.19), 
q 
p +--A-
2 [-i>-. I d4q J ~(p) + [~(p)J -2- (27r) 4 ~(q) + .. . 
=-iom2 
Consider the term 
-i8m2 
To integrate qo, consider the contour C. 
Im 
x 
x Re 
C3 
c 
According to Jordan's Lemma the integral 
(5.1) 
over this contour is zero. This integral can split into integrals over Cl, C2, C3 and C4. If we 
set q0 = ReiO, where e E [O, Il for C2 and e E [7r, 3;J for C4, then it can be seen that the 
40 
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integrals over contours C2 and C4 become zero as R ~ oo. Thus 
Joo dqo 1 -oo (27r) q5 - (i/2 + m2) + iE 
Jioo dqo 1 - -ioo (27r) q5 - (i/2 + m2) + iE 
. Joo dijo 1 
-i -oo (27r) q2 + m2' 
where we have transformed from Minkowski to Euclidean space in the last equality. The limit 
E ~ 0 can be taken as there are no poles on the imaginary axis after this transformation. 
We thus obtain 
2 >.. /_00 d4ij 1 8m = - -- >0. 
2 -oo (27r)4 ij2 + m2 (5.2) 
This is just the integral of a function f (ij2 ), so we can use (C.3) to integrate out the angular 
degrees of freedom, 
8m2 
>.. 27r2 roo dij ij3 
2 r(2) lo (27r)4 q2 + m2 
>.. 100 - 3 d- q -- q 2 ~00 
247r2 0 q2(1 + ~) q 
as ij2. 
There is thus a divergence in the loop term of (5.1) at high momenta (small length scales). 
This divergence, known as an ultra violet divergence, occurs because it is implicitly assumed 
that the theory works for all length scales, including those of the order of a Planck length 
and less. 
A technique for dealing with these divergences in a systematic manner is known as renor-
malization. Using this technique, the divergences are isolated and interpreted as renormal-
izations of the parameters of the theory (the mass m and the coupling constant >..). Since 
this technique cannot be applied to all field theories, those theories where the technique can 
be applied are known as renormalizable field theories. 
5.1 Mass renormalization 
In section (3.4), we saw that we could write the two point connected Green's function in 
terms of the proper self energy, L:, as in (3.24) . If we set L: = 8m2 , we can write 
q q q 
a~ p + A + popop + ... 
~(p) + ~(p)(-i8m2 )~(p) + ~(p)(-i8m2)~(p)(-i8m2 )~(p) + ... 
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.6.(p) 
1 + i.6.(p)8m2 
p2 - (m2 + 8m2) + iE 
i 
42 
where we have renormalized by absorbing the divergent term 8m2 into the bare mass pa-
rameter m2 to form a renormalized mass parameter m~. We would like m~ to be finite, 
because the experimentally measured value is. Since 8m2 is divergent, m 2 must cancel out 
this divergence in some way so that we obtain a finite value. 
Just as there is renormalization of the mass in the propagator, there is also renormalization 
of other parameters. 
5.2 Renormalization of the coupling constant. 
If we consider the four point connected Green's function 
=-i8>. 
4 
-i II .6.(pi)(>.. + 8>..)27r8(p1 + ... + p4) 
i = l 
4 
-i II .6.(pi)>..n27r8(p1 + ... + p4). 
i = l 
The correction to the vertex term from the 0(>..2) term is given by 
i>..2 I d4q 1 
8>.. = 2 (27r)4 [q2 - m2 + iE][(q + p)2 - m2 +if.]' 
where p = P1 + P2· Using the Feynman parameterization13 , the integral becomes 
i>..2 lnl I d4q 1 8>.. = - dx -------------------~ 
2 o (27r)4 [(q2 - m2 + iE)x + ((q + p)2 - m2 + iE)(l - x)]2 
13Th F t . . . i - rid i 
e eynman parame enzat10n is aii = Jo x (ax+b(l- x ))2 · 
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iA2 rl I d4q' 1 
= 2 lo dx (27r)4 [q12 + p2x(l - x) - m 2 + iE] 2 ' 
where we have set q = q' - p(l - x). We use Jordan's lemma as before to obtain 
A211 I d4q' 1 8A=-- dx -- 2 . 2 o (27r) 4 [iJ.'2 - p2x(l - x) + m2] (5.3) 
This integral is once again a function of q'2 only, so we can integrate out the angular 
degrees of freedom to obtain 
-A211 100 ii.'3 8 A = - 4 2 dx dq 2 2 2 2 -7 oo as ln if . 2 7r o o [q' - p x(l - x) + m ] 
We would like the renormalized parameter AR= A+8A to be finite, because the experimentally 
measured coupling constant is finite. Since 8A diverges, this means that A must also diverge 
in some way to cancel out the divergence. 
5.3 Renormalization schemes. 
We saw in the previous two sections that renormalization is a reparameterization of the 
theory in terms of physically measurable parameters. By using this technique, the divergences 
of the correction terms cancel with those of the bare parameters. 
The theory parametrized by the bare parameters is given by 
If we assume a multiplicative renormalization, then the bare parameters are proportional 
to the renormalized parameters 
</>B zi/2 </>R 
m~ Zo 2 -mR Z3 
AB 
Z1 
z2AR 
3 
This parameterization is chosen so that form of the Lagrangian that is obtained when sub-
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stituting these variables is a simple one, thus14 
!(a ¢)2 _ !m2¢2 _ ~¢4 
2 µ 2 4! 
renormalized Lagrange density 
+ !(Z3 - 1)(8 ¢)2 - !m2(Zo - 1)¢2 - ~(Z1 - 1)¢4 2 µ 2 4! 
counter terms 
£+£c. 
The counter terms are necessary for the divergences to cancel. We must fix Z0 , Z1, Z3 by 
means of a renormalization scheme. The two most generally used are the minimal substitution 
scheme and the physical renormalization scheme. 
The renormalized generating functional can be written as 
Z[p] J [d'lf;]ei J d4 x[.C+.Cc+.Cint+P¢>] 
ef d4x.Cint(tfj,)+.cc(h%) Zo[P] 
where we have extracted Cc as an interaction term. 
The additional Feynman rules that result from the counter terms are 
• p p --+ i ( Z3 - 1 )p2 , the wave function counter term . 
• p p --+ -i(Zo - l)m2 , the mass counter term . 
• x --+ i(Z1 - 1)>.., the vertex counter term . 
The renormalized two point Green's function is thus 
G~ (p) p 
= ~(p) + ~2 (p)(-iom2 ) 
p + p p 
(5.4) 
If we had only calculated the two point Green's function to zeroth order in >.. , then there 
would be no divergences to cancel, thus there would be no counter terms. This implies that 
(Zo - 1) and (Z3 - 1) are of O(>..). 
14 From now on we drop the subscript on the renormalized parameters. 
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5.3.1 Regularization 
Before we can fix Z3 and Z0 , we must first regularize the divergent integrals. We will use 
dimensional regularization15 . If we change the dimensions from 4 to 2w, then the coupling 
constant no longer stays dimensionless. This can be seen from the action S = f d4x£ ,....., 
f d4x>..¢4, which is a dimensionless quantity. Here d4x>..¢4 has dimensions [m)-41[m)4 , where 
[ J denotes the dimension. After changing dimensions from 4 to 2w, the interaction term 
in the action becomes d2wx>..¢4, with dimensions [mJ-2w[m]2w-4 [m]4 . The coupling constant 
gains a dimension of [m]2w-4 to keep the action dimensionless. We would like the coupling 
constant to be dimensionless in 2w dimensions.We introduce an arbitrary mass µ so that 
>..2w = µ4- 2w >.. is dimensionless. 
If we dimensionally regularize om2 then (5.2) becomes 
om2 = -------
µ4 -2w )... I d2wiJ. 1 
2 (27r)2w iJ.2 + m2· 
From (C.4) we obtain the result 
2 µ4-2w >.. m2w-2r(l _ w) 
Offl = 2 (47r)W l 
which is well defined if w is not an integer. We would like to see how om2 diverges when 
w --+ 2, so we set w = 2 - E with E --+ 0. Thus 
Using the expansion I'(E) = ~ - / + O(E), where / is Euler's constant, and the expansion 
af = 1 +Elna, we see that om2 expanded in terms of€ is 
>..m2 (1 µ2 ) 
om2 = -- - + 1 + ln(-47r) - / + O(E). 327r2 E m 2 
It can now be explicitly seen that om2 will diverge as E--+ 0 because of the ~ term. 
We now have for (5.4) , 
G~ (p) = [ >..m2 ( 1 µ2 b.(p) + b.2(p) i-2 - + 1 + ln(-247r) - 1) 327r E m 
+i(Z3 - l)p2 - i(Zo - l)m2] (5.5) 
15 See appendix C for derivation. 
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We are able to use different renormalizing schemes to determine Z3 and Zo in such a way 
that the ~ term cancels out and no divergences occur. 
We now consider the vertex renormalization. The four point renormalized Green's function 
is given by 
PXP3 PV-VP3 PV-VP2 
P2 P4 + P2/{~p4 + P3/{~P4 
p~q p3 PXP3 
+ +···+ 
P4 q + 1 + p P2 P2 p4 4 II ~(pi) ( - i>.. - io>.. - i>..(z1 - 1)), 
i=l 
(5.6) 
where the second, third and fourth diagrams are not equivalent and are known as the s, t 
and u channel contributions respectively. 
If we dimensionally regularize ·o>.. given by (5.3), then we have 
>..2µ4-2w 3 11 I d2wiJ.t 1 
o>..=- dx --2 ~ o (27r) 2w [iJ.'2 - kfx(l + x) + m2]2 
where we have introduced the arbitrary mass so that o>.. is dimensionless in the arbitrary 
dimension, and the momenta for each channel k{ = s2 = (p1 + p2)2, k~ = t 2 = (p1 + p3)2 and 
k§ = u 2 = (p1 + p4) 2 . 
From (C.5) we obtain, 
>..2 4-2w 3 
1
1 
o>.. = - r )W r(2 - w) L dx[m2 - kfx(l + x)]w-2 
2 47f i=l 0 
If set w = 2 - E and expand in terms of E, we have 
>..2 (3 3 11 47fµ2 ) 
o>.. = -32 2 - + 2: dx[ ln ( 2 k2 ( ) ) - il . 7f E i=l 0 m - i X 1 + X 
We have now for (5.6) 
(5.7) 
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We can use renormalization schemes to fix Z1 so that the ~ divergence in (5. 7) cancels out. 
5.3.2 Minimal subtraction 
In the minimal subtraction, we choose Zo , Z1 , Z3 so that the divergences cancel. It can be 
seen from (5.5) that the divergent term ~ is independent of p and only dependent on m 2 , so 
we choose Z3 = 1 and Zo = 1 + 32; 2f. In this case we have 
>..m2 47rµ2 G~ = b.(p) + b.2(p)i-3 2 (1 + ln(-2 ) - 1). 27r m 
If we work to all orders in >.., then for every loop term there will be a correction term, thus 
i ;.;:::~ (1 + ln( 4~~2 ) - 1) is just the self energy correction -i~. Thus we have 
The renormalized mass term is finite and is given by 
2 2 >.. 47rµ2 
mR = m (1 - - 2 ln(-2 )) = f(m, >.., µ). 327r m 
To cancel the divergence out in (5.7) , we need to choose Z1 = 1 + 3{;2E, and we have 
5.3.3 Physical renormalization scheme. 
In this renormalization scheme we choose Zo, Z1 , Z3 so that the correct values for the 
experimentally measured (physical) parameters are reproduced by theory. The conditions 
that must be placed on the theory to reproduce these parameters are 
• r 2 (p2 = m}) = 0 to obtain the physical mass, m f. 
• b8r 2 1 2 = -1 ensures the wavefunction is normalized. p p2=mf 
The two point OPI is given by r 2 = -ib.- 1 + ~ so that 
2 2 2 2 >..1m2 1 µ 2 2 2 r (p ) = -(p - m ) - --(- + 1 + ln(-47r) - 1) - (Z3 - l)p - (Zo - l)m . 327r2 E m2 
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Using the first two conditions we find that Z3 = 1 and 
.Aim} .Aim} 47rµ2 
Zo = 1 + -32  +-32 2 (1 +ln(-2-)-1). 
7r E 7r mf 
Under these conditions the renormalized mass is just the physical mass and the two point 
Green's function is 
G2 = i 
c p2 - m} + iE 
From (5.6) and (5. 7) we can see that 
Using the third condition, we see that 
where .A f is the physical coupling constant. We thus have 
4 
G~ = II ~(pi)(-i.AJ ). 
i=l 
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Scattering Amplitudes 
In the previous chapter we saw how we could renormalize the parameters of the theory, so 
that we could write the Green's functions in terms of physically measurable quantities. We 
would now like a way of relating these Green's functions with the S-matrix, as any quantity 
that is measured in an experiment is done so in terms of the S-matrix. We can relate the 
Green's functions with the S-matrix by using the reduction formula. 
We first concentrate on scalar fields and then we later consider fermion fields. 
6.1 Scalar fields. 
Consider a general scattering process where there are N incoming scaler particles with 
momenta qi and M scattered particles with momenta Pi · 
N M 
q. 
I 
p. 
I 
-T T 
It is reasonable to assume that for a time t < -T there are no interactions between the 
incoming particles, and at a time t > T there are no interactions between the scattered 
particles. 16 Thus for t < -T and t > T the particles are free and are solutions of the 
Klein-Gordon equation17 , with mass equal to the physical mass. 
We can label the incoming state with Ja')in and the scattered state with J,B')out, where 
Ja')in lim Ja', t)in , 
t---t-00 
I 
a = q1, · · · ,qN 
Nina!n (th) · · · a!n ( qN) JO) 
16Self interactions are included at all times so that the propagators for the particles are dressed and the 
mass of the particles are the physical mass. 
17See appendix A.1 for the solution of the free Klein-Gordon equation. 
49 
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l,B')out lim l,B', t)out, 
t--too 
,B' =PI, ... ,PM 
Nouta!utCih) · · · a!utCPM) IO) 
NoutlP1 ···PM)· 
We know that the creation and annihilation operators satisfy the commutation relation 
[a(k),at(f')J- = 2(27r)3k083(k- k'). 
The normalization factors can be calculated from the conditions that in(o:'la')in = 1 and 
out(,B'l,B')out = 1. These conditions give 
1 N 1 
Nin = (2V)N/2 g JlqQ}i and 1 M 1 Nout = (2V)M/2 g VGJ(i}i. 
The free field operators that are solutions of the Klein Gordon equation are 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
We introduce a field cp(x) that is not a solution of the Klein Gordon equation at a finite time, 
because there are interactions in this region. In the limit t --+ oo, -oo we see that <p must 
reduce to 'Pout, 'Pin as there are no interactions in these limits. This requirement leads to the 
weak asymptotic boundary conditions : 
lim out(.B'lcp(x)la')in = out(.B'lcpin(x)la')in· 
xo --+- oo 
lim out (,B'lcp(x) la')in out (,B' l'Pout (x) lo:')in· 
xo--+oo 
6.1.1 Scattering Matrix 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
The S-matrix is the transition amplitude from a state la', t 1) at time t1 to a state l,8', t2) 
at time t2 . If we take the the initial state to be at time t1 --+ -oo and the final state at time 
t 2 --+ oo, then we can define the S-matrix elements as 
s {3'a' lim (,B' , tlo:', -t) 
t--too 
out (,B' Io:') in 
NinNout out$1 · · · PMl<f1 · · · ifN)in· 
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We need to express this transition amplitude in terms of the ground state expectation values 
of field operators so that we can relate it to the Green's function as defined in the first chapter. 
We first concentrate on one of the incoming particles with momentum q. If we write 
Ja')in = Jaq)in where a= qi··· qN-1 i- q, then (dropping the normalization constants) 
S131 a' out (,6' Ja, q)in = out (,6' Ja!n (cf) Ja)in 
out (,B'Ja!ut (cf) Ja)in + out (,6' J [a!n (cf) - a!ut( cf)] Ja)in 
out(,6' - qJa)in + out(,B'J[a!n(V - a!ut(cf)]Ja)in· (6.5) 
The first term in the last equality is the transition amplitude for when the particle with 
momentum q undergoes no interactions. The second term is the transition amplitude for 
when the particle does take part in an interaction. 
We can obtain an expression for a!n from a linear combination of the Fourier transforms 
of cp given by (6.1) and ~ so that 
t I 3 a'Pin ( x) . I 3 . k tt 
ain(v = d x[qo'Pin(x) + i at Jeiqx = -i d x[eiq ao'Pin(x)J. 
Similarly, using (6.2) we have 
t - . I d3 [ iqkatt ( )] aout - -i X e O'Pout X . 
Inserting this into (6.5) we have 
S131a 1 out(,6' - qJa)in + out(.B'I J d3xeiqkBo('Pin(x) - 'Pout(x))Ja)in 
out(.B' - qJa)in + i( lim - lim ) J d3xeiqkBoout(.B'Jcp(x)Ja)in 
xo-too xo-t-oo 
out(.B' - qJa)in + i l: dxo J d3x8o[eiqkBoout(.B'Jcp(x)Ja)in] 
out(,6' - qJa)in + i J d4x[(86eiqk) - eiqx86Jout(,6'Jcp(x)Ja)in 
out(,81 - qJa)in - i J d4xeiqk[(86 - \72 + m2]out(,6'Jcp(x)Ja)in, 
(after integrating by parts and using the asymptotic b.c.) 
(6.6) 
out(,61 - qJa)in - i J d4xeiqk K x out(.B'Jcp(x)Ja)in, (6.7) 
where Kx = Dx + m 2 is the Klein Gordon operator. 
We have now written the incoming particle with momentum q in terms of the field cp(x). 
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We can repeat the process for another incoming particle in the transition amplitudes in (6.7) 
and thus write all the incoming particles in terms of field operators. 
We would now like to write the scattered particles in terms of field operators. Consider a 
state l,81)out = /,Bp) 0 ut where ,B =Pl··· PM-1 -::/= p,, then 
out (,81 /cp(x) /a)in 
= out(,Bp/cp(x)/a)in = out(,B/aout(p)cp(x)/a)in 
out(,8/[aout(p)cp(x) - cp(x)ain(p)J/a)in + out(,8/cp(x)/a - P)in· (6.8) 
We can obtain ain(p) and a0ut(P) in terms of the field operator by taking the complex conju-
gate of (6.6). If we insert this into (6.8) we have 
out (,B' /cp(x) /a)in 
out (,B/cp(x) /a - P)in + i!d3ye-ipy aa out(,8/cpout(Y )cp(x) - cp(x )'Pin (y) /a)in 
out(,8/cp(x)/a - P)in + ( lim - lim )i &,3 ye-ipy aaout(,8/T[cp(x)cp(y)]/a)in 
Yo-too yo--t-oo Jc 
= out(,8/cp(x)/a - P)in - i J d4ye-ipy Ky out(,8/T[cp(x)cp(y)]/a)in (6.9) 
The first term of (6.9) is where the scattered particle with momentum p did not take take 
part in any interaction and the second term is where it did take part in an interaction. The 
process can be repeated for other scattered particles in the transition amplitudes in (6.9) 
until all the scattered particles are written in terms of the field operators. 
If we consider a process where all the incoming momenta are different from all the scattered 
momenta, qi -::/= Pi Vi, j then all particles take part in the interaction and all the direct terms 
reduce to zero. This simplifies the S-matrix to 
s /3'o.' out(,B'/a')in 
M n 
(-i)N+M J II d4yi II d4xje-ip;y;eiqixi Ky;KXj 
i=l j=l 
x (O/T[cp(y1) · · · cp(yM )cp(x1) · · · cp(xN )J/0) 
GN+M (y1 ···yM ,x1 ... XN) 
M n 
= (i)N+M I II d4yi II d4xj(Pr - mr)(qJ - m])e-ip;y;eiqjXj 
i=l j=l 
X GN+M (Y1 · · ·yM,Xl · · ·XN) 
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(where we have integrated by parts) 
(i)N+M (27r) 4 c5(pi +·· · +PM - qi - ... - qN) 
M n 
x aN+M (-pi ... - PM, qi . .. qN) II (pf- mf) II (qJ - m]), 
i=i j=i 
where 
(27r) 4 c5 (pi + · · · + Pn)Gn(Pi · · · Pn) = J IT d4 xieip;x;Gn(xi · · · Xn) 
i=i 
is the Fourier transform of an(xi .. . Xn)· 
Thus 
M n 
M[Ja (i)N+M II (pf - mf) II (qJ - m])aN+M (-pi··· - PM, qi··· qN ). 
i=i j=i 
(6.10) 
We note that M[Ja can be obtained from the Feynman rules for the Green's function by 
removing the external legs and then placing the external momenta on the mass shell. All 
connected, disconnected and one particle reduced diagrams contribute to the S-matrix, except 
for diagrams containing single propagators, since 
M [Ja (p2 - m 2)(p2 - m2)~(p)lp2=m2 
= (p2 - m2)(p2 - m2) (p2 ~ m2) lp2=m2 = 0. 
If we now take the normalization into account we have 
1 M 1 M 1 
V( N + M) /2 g v'2iiOi. g ../2<iOi. 
x (27r) 4 c5(pi +· ··+ PM - qi - · · · - qN )M[Ja· (6.11) 
We have managed to express the S-matrix, which can be measured experimentally, in 
terms of the Green's function. 
6.2 Fermions. 
We consider a scattering process, this time of fermions. 
We assume that interactions only take place if the time is within the range -T < t < T. 
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-T T 
p., 
J 
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Outside this range, the particles are free and are solutions of the Dirac equation18 with 
physical mass . Once again we can introduce the incoming state Ja')in and the scattered state 
with J/3')out, where 
with 
Ja') in Nindln (ifk, sk) · · · dln (<:]I, s1)bln ( qj, Sj) · · · bln ( q1, s1) JO) 
NinJ(<:]k, sk) · · · (ij1, 81), (qj, Sj) · · · (q1, s1)). 
J/3')aut Nautd!ut(Pk'> Sk') · · · d!ut(Pl', SI' )b!ut(Pj'> Sj1) · · · b!ut(P11, S11 )JO) 
Naut[(Pk', Bk') ·· · (fi11, 81, )(pj'> Sj') · · · (p11, S11 )), 
• iik denoting an incoming anti-particle with momentum qk, 
• qj denoting an incoming particle with momentum qj, 
• Pk' denoting a scattered anti-particle with momentum Pk', 
• Pj' denoting a scattered particle with momentum Pj'. 
The normalization is the same as for the scalar scattering. 
As before, we can introduce field operators 
I d3p 1 '"" + t -(2 )3 2 ~[bin(p, s)'ljJ (p, s) + din(p, s)'ljJ (p, s)] 7r Po s 
1/Jin (x) I d3p 1 '"" t -+ -_ (27r) 3 2Po 7-[bin(p, s)'ljJ (p, s) + din(p, s)'ljJ (p, s)] 
'l/Jout(X) = I d3p 1 '"" + t -(2 )3 2 ~[baut(p, s)'ljJ (p, s) + dout(p, s)'ljJ (p, s)] 7r Po s 
18See appendix A.2 for the solution of the free Dirac equation. 
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- I d3p 1 '"' t -+ -_ 
,/f;out(x) - (27r) 3 2Po 7'[bout(P, s)'lj; (p, s) + dout(p, s)'lj; (p, s)] 
where we have the weak asymptotic boundary conditions : 
lim out(.B'l'l/J(x)la')in 
xo-+-oo 
lim out(.B'l,/f;(x)la')in 
xo-+-oo 
lim out(.B'l'l/J(x)la')in 
xo -+oo 
lim out(.B'l,/f;(x)la')in 
xo -+oo 
6.2.1 S-matrix elements 
out(.B'l'l/Jin (x) la')in · 
out (,B' l,/f;in (x) la')in · 
out(,B' l'l/Jout (x) la')in· 
out (,B' I ,/f;out ( X) la')in · 
The S-matrix is now given by (ignoring normalization for now) 
S131a 1 out(.B'la')in 
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(6.12) 
We are now going to express the matrix elements in (6.12) as the ground state expectation 
value of field operators. 
6.2.1.1 Removing an incoming particle. 
We first express the incoming particles as field operators. To do this we write la') in = 
l(p, s)a)in where a represents all incoming particles and anti- particles except for an incoming 
particle with momentum p. Thus 
S131a 1 out(.B'lb!ut(p,s)la)in +out (,B'lb!n(p,s) -b!ut(p,s)la)in 
out(.B' - (p,s)ia)in +out (,B'lb!n(p,s) -b!ut(p,s)ia)in (6.13) 
We can express b!n and b!ut in terms of field operators, 
I d3x'l/Jln (x)'lj;+(x) 
j d3 x'l/J~ut(x)'lj;+(x) 
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Using these equations in (6.13) we have 
S131ci = out(/3' - (p, s)Ja)in 
+ J d3x out(f3'JViln(x)Vi+(x) -Vi!ut(x)Vi+(x)Ja)in 
out(/3' - (p, s)Ja)in -f d4x 80 out(f3'JVit(x)Vi+(x)Ja)in, (6.14) 
where we used the asymptotic boundary conditions as before. If we write Vit ='fro, then we 
have, after differentiating and integrating by parts (as in the scalar case), 
S131a 1 = out(/3' -(p,s)Ja)in -ifd4x out(f3'J'1/J(x)Ja)in (-i lix-m)Vi+(x). (6.15) 
The first term of (6.15) is a direct term where the particle does not take part in the interaction. 
In the second term, the particle takes part in the interaction. 
6.2.1.2 Removing an incoming anti-particle. 
We can now repeat the above steps to express an incoming anti-particle with momentum 
j5 in terms of the field operators. If we write Ja')in = J(p, s)a)in· The S-matrix elements are 
Using 
out(f3'Jd!ut(p,s)Ja)in + out(f3'Jd!n(p,s) -d!ut(p,s)Ja)in 
out(f3' - (p, s)Ja)in + out(f3'Jd!n(p, s) - d!ut(P, s)Ja)in· 
d!n(p, s) 
d!ut(p, s) 
J d3xVit-(p, s)(x)Viin(x) 
j d3xVit-(p,s)(x)Viout(x) 
in (6.16) and repeating the same analysis as before, we find 
6.2.1.3 Removing a scattered particle. 
( 6.16) 
If we express a scattered particle with momentum p in terms of field operators, we have 
J/3')out = J(p, s)f3)out and 
S131a 1 = out(f3Ja' - (p, s))in + out(f3lbout(p, s) - bin(p, s)Ja')in· (6.18) 
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Using 
in (6.18) we obtain 
bout(p,s) j d3x1/}+(p, s)(x)1/Jout(x) 
j d3x1f;t+(p, s)(x)1/Jin(x) 
6.2.1.4 Removing a scattered anti-particle. 
57 
(6.19) 
Finally, we can express a scattered anti-particle with momentum p as a field operator. 
We have 1,B')out = l(fi, s),B)out and 
SfJ'a.' = out(,Bla' - (p, s))in + out(,B/daut(fi, s) - din(fi, s)ia')in· (6.20) 
Using 
in (6.20) we obtain 
din(fi, s) 
J d3x1fJ!ut(x )1/1- (p, s)(x) 
J d3x1/Jtn(x)1f;-(p, s)(x) 
We can now iterate the process to express all the particles in terms of field operators and 
thus end up with the ground state expectation value of these operators. We must be careful 
when going through this iterative process as the field operators are fermionic. As an example 
we consider a case where n + m field operators (n particles and m anti-particles removed) 
are present and we wish to express an incoming particle as another field operator. Thus we 
have 
where T(1j;(x)1f;(y)) = 1j;(x)1j;(y)O(xo -yo) -1j;(y)1j;(x)O(yo - xo) is the time ordered operator 
for fermion fields. When we extract the particle we obtain 
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= out(,BIT(. · .)b!n(P, s)la)in 
= (-1r+n out(,8- (p,s)IT( .. . )la)in 
- out(,Bl(-I)m+nb!ut(P, s)T(. · .)la)in + out(,BIT(. · .)b!n(P, s)la)in 
= (-1r+n out(,8 - (p, s)IT( .. . )la)in 
58 
-J d3 y out(,Bl(-I)m+n,,p!ut(y)T(. · .) -T(. · .)'f!n(Y)la)in ,,p+(p, s)(y) 
= (-1r+n out(,8- (p, s)IT( .. . )la)in 
-( lim - lim ) J d3y out(,BIT( ... ,,pt(y)la)in ,,p+(p, s)(y) 
Yo-too yo-too 
= (-1r+n out(,8- (p,s)IT( .. . )la)in 
-J d4 y 8y0 out(,BIT( .. · ,,pt(y),,p+(p, s)(y)la)in 
= (-l)m+n out(,8-(p,s)IT( ... )la)in 
-i J d4 y out(,BIT( . .. 1/)(y)la)in (-i ~ -m),,p+(p, s)(y) (6.22) 
We thus have a generalized result of (6.15). We can obtain similar results for incoming 
anti-particles, scattered particles and scattered anti- particles. They are 
out(,BIT('f(xi) ... 'f(xn)1/J(y1) ... 1/)(ym))l(fi, s)a)in 
= (-1r+n out(,B - (fi, s)IT( ... )la)in 
+if d4y 1/)-(fi, s)(y)(-1r+n(i ~ -m) out(,BIT('f(y) .. . )la)in (6.23) 
out((p, s),81T('f(x1) ... 'f(xn)1/J(y1) ... 1/)(ym))la)in 
(-1r+n out(,6IT( ... )la - (p, s))in 
-if d4y 1/)+(p, s)(y)(i ~ -m)out(,BIT('f(y) . . . )la)in (6.24) 
out((p, s),BIT('f(xi) ... 'f(xn)1/J(y1) ... 1/}(ym))la)in 
= (-1r+n out(,BIT( ... )la - (p, s))in 
+if d4y (-1r+nout(,BIT( .. . 1/)(y)) la)in(-i ~ -m)'f-(p, s)(y) (6.25) 
In this way we can express all the incoming and scattered particles and anti-particles as field 
operators. 
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If we assume that all the incoming momenta are different from the scattered momenta, 
then we have 
k' j' k j 
Sfla (-1r+nj II dy~ j II dyb j II dx~ j II dxd 
a=l b=l c=l d=l 
x [1/i+(pb,sb)(Yb)(i /J:b -m)1/i- (£Jc,sc)(x~)(i /J:~ -m) 
x (OIT(1/J(y1) . . . 1/J(YJ' )1/J(x~) ... 1/J(x~)1)i(yU ... 1,ij(y~, )1/i(x1) ... 1/i(x1))IO) 
x(-i ~~ -m)1f.i-(fia,sa)(y~)(-i /;;d -m)1/J+(qd,sd)(xd)] 
We note that the free field solutions are 
1/J+(p, s)(x) 
1/J-(p,s)(x) 
1,ij+(p, s)(x) 
1,b-(p, s)(x) 
u(p, s)e-ipx 
v(p, s)eipx 
u(p, s )eipx 
v(p, s)e-ipx 
where u, v are Dirac spinors.If rewrite in terms of the Dirac spinors, do a partial integration 
so that the Dirac equations operate on the plane waves and then form the Fourier transform 
of the Green's function, we can write the fermion S-matrix as 
k j 
S(ja (-1t+m II (~a+ m)v(qasa) II u(qb, Sb)(Wb - m) 
a=l b=l 
k' j' 
x II v(ficsc)(f>c + m) II <}d - m)u(pd, sd) 
c=l d=l 
x (27r)4c5 (q1 + ... + qj +<ii+ ... + lfk - Pi - ... - Pj1 - Pl - · · · - Pk') 
(6.26) 
where we have suppressed the spinor indexes. 
This S-matrix element for fermions can be obtained from the momentum space Green's 
function by removing all the external legs and then placing all external momenta on the mass 
shell. A spinor u is associated with incoming particles and a spinor v with incoming anti-
particles. A spinor v is associated with scattered anti-particles and a spinor u with scattered 
particles. 
We are thus able to relate experimental results with theoretical predictions using the 
reduction formulas, equation (6.11) for scalrs and equation (6.26) for fermions. 
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Quantum Field Theory of Gauge Fields 
Consider N fermion fields, 'l/Jia(x), where i = 1 · · · N denote colour indices and a= 1, 2, 3, 4 
denote spinor indices. Instead of working with N four vector fields, we can work with one 
4N vector field w(x), where 
[ 
'l/J1(x) l 
w(x) = : 
'l/JN(x) 
}4N column vector. 
We would like to form a unitary transformation on w that mixes the colour indices, 
'l/;1 ... 'lf; N, but does not mix the spinor indexes. To do this we need a transformation of the 
form (U ® J4)1lt, where U is an element of a N dimensional representation of a matrix group 
with generators ya . 
To allow for the most general unitary transformation of w(x), take ya to be the generators 
of SU(N) in the fundamental representation. Then [Ta, Tb]- = if~bTc, TJ = Ta and we 
normalize so that Tr(TaTb) = !8ab· An element of the group, G is given by U = e-igTaAa. 
7.1 Gauge invariance. 
If we introduce a global gauge transformation19 , w' ~ e-igAaTaw, then the Lagrange 
density £, = 'it(i/µ8µ - m)w stays invariant under this transformation. This can easily be 
seen since 
1Jt' w'tro ~ wteigAaTarO 
1JteigAaTa because TJ =Ta and [Tµ, rµ] = 0. 
Thus £,' 'it'(irµ8µ - m)w' 
~ 1JteigAaTa (ifµ8µ - m)e-igAaTa w 
This invariance of the Lagrange density leads to the conservation of charge from Noether's 
theorem. 
19These transformations leave the coordinates unchanged and transform the spinors by a phase transforma-
tion. 
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We would now like to generalize this transformation so that it is coordinate dependent. 
Consider the local gauge transformation, w'(x) -+ U(x)w(x), then .C is no longer invariant 
under this transformation. This is because the derivatives in .C now see the transformation 
operator, thus 
£,' ~'(ifµ8µ - m)w' 
-+ ~(ifµUt8µU - m)w 
~(ifµ8µ + ifµUt(8µ(U)) - m)w 
We would like to enforce local gauge invariance in .C, so we must alter the theory. To do 
this, we introduce a covariant derivative defined as Dµ = 8µ + igTaA~, where A~ is a gauge 
field. We now use the covariant derivative in the Lagrangian, thus .C' = ~ (ifµ D µ - m) W. 
Thus we have 
.C' ~'(ifµ D~ - m)w' 
-+ ~(ifµUtD~U - m)w. 
We see that to enforce local gauge invariance in .C, we need to ensure that the covariant 
derivative transforms as D~ -+ U D µ ut. This condition thus enables us to determine how the 
gauge fields must transform. We consider20 D~ = 8µ + igT · A~. We know that 
D~ -+ UDµUt 
U(8µ + igT · Aµ)Ut 
8µ + U(8µUt) + igUT · AµUt. 
We thus see that T ·A~-+ UT· AµUt - ~U(8µUt). 
We can obtain the infinitesimal form of the gauge transformation, U(x) 
(1 - igA · T), where A is small. Thus 
T · Aµ -+ (1 - igA · T)T-Aµ(l + igA · T) + (8µA · T)(l + igA · T) + O(A2 ) 
T ·Aµ+ ig[T ·Aµ, A· T] + (8µA) · T 
T ·Aµ+ (8µA) · T + igA~Ab[Ta, nJ-· 
20We use T · A,.. as short notation for TaA~. 
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In component form this reads : 
If we have an Abelian theory, then f~b = 0 and the transformation reduces to A~ -+ 
I 
A~ + aµA c, which is the gauge invariant condition of Maxwell's equations. Thus an Abelian 
theory is just Maxwell theory. 
7.2 Gauge Field Lagrange density. 
We have introduced gauge fields into the fermion Lagrange density by means of the co-
variant derivative. We must now investigate the dynamics of these gauge fields which is 
determined by a gauge field Lagrange density. This Lagrange density must also be locally 
gauge invariant. We introduce an anti- symmetric tensor of rank 2 which satisfies the locally 
gauge invariant condition, 
Fµv F:vTa = -~[Dµ, Dv] g 
i 
--[8µ + igAµ, Ov + igAv] 
g 
-~[ig(aµAv - 8vAµ) - g2 [Aµ, Av]] 
g 
( aµA~ - 8vA~)Tc + igA~A~f~bTc, 
where we see that Fµv describes the dynamics of the the gauge fields. 
Fµv transforms as 
-~[D' D'] g µ' v 
i 
-+ --[UDµUt, UDvUt] 
g 
i 
--U[Dµ, Dv]Ut 
g 
If we wish to to introduce a gauge invariant Lagrange density for the gauge fields, then 
the Lagrange density must contain a combination of Fµv · The simplest Lorentz and gauge 
invariant term is Tr(Fµvpµv) , since 
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Tr(UtU Fµ 11 Fµ 11 ) 
Tr(Fµ11Fµ 11 ). 
Thus the required fermion Lagrange density for a non-Abelian gauge theory is 
The factor of i appears in the last line because Tr(TaTb) = !8ab· 
7 .3 Quantization of gauge theories. 
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(7.1) 
We consider a case where there are no fermions in (7.1). In this case we obtain to the 
Yang Mills Lagrange density, LYM = -!Tr(Fµ 11 Fµ 11 ). We introduce sources for the gauge 
fields and write the unnormalized generating functional for the gauge fields as 
W[J] J [dAµ]ei J d4x(-!Tr(FµvFµv)+2TrJµ Aµ) 
J [dA~]ei J d4x(-t(F/;vFciv)+Jf: Aaµ). 
The non quadratic terms contained in Fµ 11 Fµ 11 can be extracted from the action by means 
of differential operators with respect to the sources, like the interaction term of previous 
chapters. We are then left with a Gaussian integral, 
W[J] ex: J [dA~]ei J d4 x[-i(i1µAe-avA~)(aµ A~ -av A~)+J!: A~] 
j [dA~]e~ J d4x[Aeaµaµ A~+Aeaµav A~+Jt: A~] 
J [dA~]e ~ f d4 x[A~(8µ8µ9"'13-ga-y8138-Y)A~ +Jt: A~] 
J [dA~]e ~ f d4 x[A~(Dg"'13-8a813)A~ +Jf: A~] 
J [dA~]e~ J d4x J d4 x1 [A~(x)Ka13A~(x')+Jf: A~J, 
where Kaf3 = (Dg0 f3 - 80 8{3)8(x - x'). 
Unfortunately this Gaussian integral does not exist as the matrix K does not have an 
inverse since it is a projection operator. The origin of this problem is that we are integrating 
over unphysical fields. The Lagrange density is by construction gauge invariant, so it does 
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not depend on some of the gauge fields components. Integration over all the gauge fields thus 
leads to a singularity. We solve this problem by first integrating out the unphysical degrees 
of freedom. This is done by gauge fixing with the help of the Faddeev-Popov procedure. 
7.4 The Faddeev-Popov procedure 
We shall illustrate the Faddeev-Popov (FP) procedure using functions. 
7.4.0.5 Example with functions. 
Suppose we have an integral JR2 d2xef(x2), where J(x) is a function of distance only, and 
not the angle (}. 
We can transform to polar coordinates and then integrate out the unphysical degree of 
freedom, (}. Thus 
We know the transformation to polar coordinates and can thus integrate out the (} degree 
of freedom. However, we usually have a manifold M C Rn and we do not know how to 
transform from Rn to M. We need to have a procedure that will allow us to integrate out the 
unphysical degrees of freedom without explicitly knowing the exact transformation necessary 
to do so. 
Choose g(x) so that g(x(O)) = 0 has only one solution, say 00 , where x(O) is obtained by 
rotating x through an angle (}. Thus 
ln
2n 1 
dOo(9 (o)) = -d I . 
o l*I O=Oo 
This implies that 
I ddg(} I f
2
1deo(g(O)) = 1 
O=Oo lo (7.2) 
If we have the integral f R2 d2xef(x2 ), then we can insert (7.2) to obtain 
where we have changed from the x coordinates to the x' coordinates by setting x' = x(O). 
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Since o(g(x')) is independent of e, we can integrate out thee degree of freedom to give 
measure 
We have managed to integrate out the e degree of freedom without knowing what transfor-
mation is needed. However, we had to introduce a more complex measure. 
7.4.1 The Gribov problem. 
In the derivative of the F.P. procedure, it was assumed that g(x(B)) = 0 has only one 
solution. There is however, no continuous and single valued function of x with this property. 
7.4.1.1 Proof: 
We assume there is a continuous and single valued function, h(B) = f (x(B)), then h(O) = 
h(27r). If we plot any function h(B) with the above conditions, it is easy to see that the 
function must cut the e axis at least twice. This implies that there is no continuous and 
single valued function with only one zero point. 
This fundamental error in the F .P. procedure is bypassed by using perturbation theory 
to expand around one of the zero points. If the perturbation is small enough (i.e. the 
convergence radius is small) then the other zero points can be ignored in the procedure. 
Thus the application of the F .P. procedure means that we must work in the perturbative 
regime. 
7.5 FP procedure in gauge field theory 
We can now implement the Faddeev-Popov procedure in the Yang Mills theory. 
We return to the Yang Mills Lagrange density given by £,yM = -t_FivF;:v and the gener-
ating functional W[O] = f[dA~]ei f d4x(-tF~vFtv), where we integrate over all gauge fields A~, 
and thus all equivalent gauge configurations. As in the example above, we want to transform 
to "polar coordinates" involving integration over the gauge group and non-equivalent gauge 
configurations Aµ, so that the measure becomes [dµ[U]][dA~], where [dµ[U]] is a left invariant 
measure. We know [dµ[U]], but do not know dA~. 
Assume that a gauge condition21 ca[u A] = 0 exists with only one solution, U = l. Then 
21 We use the notation u A to denote the gauge fields that have been transformed by U, thus u A= ut AU. 
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we can write in analogy with (7.2), the identity 
~FP[AJ J [dµ[UJ]O(G[ u A]) ex 1, (7.3) 
where ~FP[A] := l~g lu=l is called the Faddeev-Popov determinant and J(G) = I1a o(Ga) . 
The Faddeev-Popov determinant is gauge invariant. 
7.5.0.2 Proof: 
For a fixed gauge transformation U0 , the gauge fields transform as A --+ UoA. Using (7.3) 
we have 
But 
Thus 
. . 
U(UoAU() 1 + !..(aµUo)U() 1)u-1 + !..(aµU)u- 1 
g g 
(UUo)A(UUo)- 1 + !..(aµ(UUo))(UUo)- 1 
g 
~FP[u0A] J [dµ(U)]o(G[ UU0A)J) · 
~FP[u0A] ![dµ(U'U() 1)]o(G[ U'A)]) 
~FP[u0A] J [dµ(U')].o(G[ u'A)]) ex 1 
because a left invariant measure has the property dµ(go · g) = dµ(g). 
The last equality shows that ~FP is gauge invariant. 
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We can insert (7.3) into the sourceless generating functional to obtain 
W[O] ex /[dA~]!::,.pp[A] J[dµ[U]8(G(u A))eiS[A] 
ex [ j [dµ[UJ] [ j[dA~a]!::,.pp[A']8(G(A'))eiS[A']] 
ex J [dA~]l::,.pp[A]8(G(A))eiS[A]_ 
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This is obtained because of the gauge invariance of !::,.pp and S, and then having integrated 
out the unphysical degrees of freedom U, where the result is now part of the normalization. 
We can now introduce source terms, as all the remaining degrees of freedom are physical. 
Thus we have a generating functional for the gauge fields , 
(7.4) 
We wish to rewrite (7.4) so that it is just an integral of an exponent. Firstly, consider 
the 8(G(A)) term. Since (7.4) does not depend on G, we can shift Ga[A] with a constant to 
aa (A) = ca (A) - >.a, and then integrate with respect to >.a. Thus 
/[d>.]e 2; J d4x,\a,\aW[J] 
ex I [d>.][dA~]l::,.pp[A]e 2{ J d4x,\a,\a 8(Ga(A) - >.a)ei(S[A]+JA) 
ex I [dA~]l::,.pp[A]e 2~ J d4xca(A)Ga(A)ei(S[A]+JA) 
The integral in the first line contains a normalization factor which we can drop. We obtain 
where the action, S[A] = J d4x(-!F:vFfv - 21(Ga(A)Ga(A)), now includes a gauge fixing 
term. 
We now rewrite the FP determinant in the form of an exponential. We know that det M = 
J dfiidruefi;MwlJ, where fii, T/j are Grassmann numbers. We can thus write the FP determinant 
as 
l::,.pp[A] I 
8Ga[U(>.) A] I 
8).b >-=O 
det[Mab(x, x')] 
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To write the FP determinant as an exponential, we needed to introduce Grassmann fields 
known as the Faddeev-Popov ghost terms. The generating functional now becomes 
(7.5) 
where the action has again been altered to include the ghost terms and sources for the ghost 
terms have been included. Thus 
7.5.1 Gauge fixing. 
We have managed to find a generating functional for gauge fields. Before we can continue, 
we must choose a suitable gauge. The most commonly used gauge is the Lorentz gauge, 
ca[Aµ] = 8µ Aw If we use this gauge, then the gauge fixing part of the action becomes 
Sgr = 2f (8µ A~)(8µ A~). We calculate the ghost action, Sgh· 
8µ[A~ + 8µ>..a + grbc>..b A~] 
8GP[U(>.) A] I = (8 8µ8pq + gjPqc8µ Ac) 
8)...q >.=0 µ µ 
_ J d4xija Mab'T/b 
-J d4xija(8µ8µ8ab + grbc(8µ A~))'T/b 
j d4x[(8µija)(8µ'T/a) - grbcfja'f/b8µ A~], 
after integrating by parts to obtain the last step. 
7 .6 Feynman rules for the Lorentz gauge. 
Now that we have chosen a gauge, we can determine the propagators and the vertex terms 
for the theory. From the previous section we can read off the Lagrange densities associated 
with a gauge theory in the Lorentz gauge, 
"vM = -~Fa Fµv F 8 A 8 A +. [A A] J.., 4 µv a ' µv = µ v - v µ ig µ, v (7.6) 
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-1 (8µ Aa)2 2e µ 
(Bµija)(Bµrya) _ grbcijarybaµ A~ 
7.6.1 Propagators. 
7.6.1.1 Gauge propagator. 
69 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
To calculate the propagator for the gauge fields, A , we need terms that are quadratic in 
A. Thus 
C CyM + Cgr + Cgh 
~ _!(a Aa - 8 Aa)(8µ Av - av Aµ) - _!_(aµ Aa)2 + Jµ Aa 4µv vµ a a 2e µ µ 
!(Aaa 8µgva Aa - Aaaµav Aa + !Aaaµav Aa) + Jµ Aa 2 vµ a v µ e µ v µ 
!AaMvµAb +JµAa 2 v ab µ µ• 
where M~t = (Dgvµ - (1- t )aµ av). We can complete the Gauss integral to give the free field 
generator for the gauge fields W0 [J] ex e-~JDJ, where the propagator is D = iM-1. 
We must determine M-1 for 
If we assume that the inverse has the form Agµv + Bpµpv, then we can solve for A and B 
from the definition of the inverse Mµv M;} = 8~. The solution is A = ? and B = (~;il). 
Thus the inverse is 
If we go through the analytic continuation as before (the E prescription) we obtain the 
propagator (in coordinate and momentum space), 
(7.9) 
Note, that if there is no gauge fixing then e -r oo and the propagator does not exist. 
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If we choose~= 1, then we obtain the Feynman gauge propagator 
7.6.1.2 Ghost propagator. 
To calculate the ghost propagator, we need to complete the Gaussian integral, 
Wo[.O, p) ex j [dfjj[dry] e-iiiM11+ii11+r1p 
ex eiib.ghP 
' 
where .6.gh = iM-1 is the ghost propagator. We have 
and the inverse 
Thus the propagator is given by 
i8ab 
.6.gh = 2 . . p + ZE 
The free field generating functional is thus given by 
Wo[J, p, p] ex e-~JDJ-fib.ghP . 
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(7.10) 
(7.11) 
At this point we can add fermions to the theory by adding the fermion generating functional 
to obtain 
Wo[il , a, J, p, p] ex e-~JDJ-itSa-fib.ghP. (7.12) 
We can summarize the Feynman rules for the propagators. 
S = ioii 
• a,~ j ---+ a/3 - p-m+il' the fermion propagator. 
• a~---+ A - ioab Ugh = p2+if' the ghost propagator. 
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7.6.2 Vertex terms. 
7.6.2.1 Fermion field - Gauge field vertex 
The interaction term between fermion fields and gauge fields which is extracted from the 
action is 
f- -+ 
· Aa.T. µTa. 1, . 1 0 0 µTa 8 
-ig 'Pr '// = -ig---1 -. 
µ i 3 8J fo M 
The contribution to the vertex term can be read off from the three point Greens function to 
be (-1 )3 fr (-ig) fr'YµTa = -ig/µTa. The factor of (-1 )3 comes from the above derivatives 
working on (7.12), and the fr term comes from the derivatives of the sources when calculating 
the Greens function. 
Thus the vertex term is 
7.6.2.2 Ghost field - Gauge field vertex 
The interaction term between the ghosts and the gauge fields is 
The vertex term is thus -grbcpµ, where pµ is the momentum of the gauge field. 
a 
,-... J---+ -grbcpµ. 
µ,c'j;'µ ~ 
b 
7.6.2.3 3 Point Yang Mills vertex 
The Yang Mills Lagrange density (7.6) has two non-quadrature terms that form interac-
tions. The first term leads to a three point vertex and is 
This term is not symmetrical with respect to the indices (µ,a) ; (v, b); (a, c); and since the 
Greens function is we must symmetrize over all permutations of these indices before we can 
read off the vertex term. 
igrbc9vaAµa Avb(8µAac) 
= ii [rbc9vaAµa Avb(8µAac) + fbac9µaAvb Aµa(8vAac ) + 
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JCbagvµA°'c Avb(8aAµa) + rcbgavAµa A°'c(8µAvb) + 
fbcagaµAvb A°'c(8vAµa) + JCabgµvA°'c Aµa(8aAvb)] 
~rbc[gva(AµaAvb(8µA°'c)-AµaA°'c(8µAvb)) + 
gµa ( Avb A°'c(8vAµa) - Avb Aµa(8vA°'c)) + 
gµv(A°'cAµa(8aAvb)-A°'cAvb(8aAµa))] 
We can now read off the contribution to the vertex, which is 
7.6.2.4 4 Point Yang Mills vertex 
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The second non quadrature term in the Yang Mills Lagrange density leads to a four point 
vertex and is given by 
This term must also be symmetrized over all permutations of (.A,p); (p, q); (µ, r) and (v, s). 
The contribution to the four point vertex is then given by 
--+ 
µ,p v,q 
7. 7 Conclusion 
. 2 
-ig [Jpqajrsa( ) 
- 4- gµ>..9vp - gv>..gµp 
pra rsa(9p>..gvµ - gv>..gpµ) 
psa rqa(gµ>.,gpv - gp>.,gµv)]. 
Now that we have the Feynman rules for the gauge fields, we can apply all the previously 
obtained results to renormalize the theory. Care must be taken when regularizing not to 
break the gauge symmetry. After renomalization, the S-matrix elements can be calculated. 
Field theories like Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) and Quantum Chromodynamics 
(QCD) can be introduced at this point. The results obtained from these theories, using 
perturbation expansions are usually very good. The calculation of the Lamb shift and the 
anomalous magnetic moment of the electron with the aid of QED are two examples of the 
excellent results that are obtained. 
Further detailed discussions of these theories and others, which is beyond the scope of this 
work, may be found in advanced field theory texts. 
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Free particle Equations 
A.1 The free particle Klein-Gordon equation. 
The Klein-Gordon equation for a free particle is given by 
(D + m2)¢(x) = 0, (A.1) 
where ¢(x) is a generalized field. Solutions of this equation can be obtained by separation of 
variables. Using periodic boundary conditions, the solutions are 
where the energy En = Jm2 +pa is always positive. Here ¢+ is the positive energy solution 
and ¢- is the negative energy solution. 
The norm for both of these solutions is 
tt 
Jd3rA.(±)*.E_,1,(±) = ±2E VN2o 'l'n at'l'm n nm· 
If we wish the norm to be unitary then we need to choose the normalization as N = (2En V)-~. 
The orthogonal relations that hold are 
tt J d3r ¢~*(x) :tcp~,(x) = Onn'' 
tt J d3r ¢:;;*(x) gt¢:;;,(x) = -Onn', 
tt j d3r ¢~*(x) gt¢:;;,(x ) = 0, (A.2) 
The normalized orthogonal solutions are then 
where the positive energy solutions have a norm + 1 and the negative energy solutions have 
a norm -1. 
The most general solution of the Klein-Gordon equation is give by a linear combination 
73 
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of the positive and negative energy solutions, 
n 
(A.3) 
n 
where an, Cn are complex expansion coefficients. 
A.2 The Dirac equation for a free particle. 
The Dirac equation for the free particle is given by 
(A.4) 
We write 'lj;(x) = Nwe-px with w a four column vector and substitute this into (A.4) to 
obtain 
If we write w = ( ¢ ) with ¢, x as two column vectors, we have 
x 
Multiplying by ( ~~ fl . iJ ) and noting that (a· P)(a · P) = p2 we see that 
p·a -ml 
P~( ¢) 
x 
= ( ~~ fl· a ) ( ~~ fl· a ) ( ¢ ) 
p · a -ml p · a -ml x 
m2 +r 0 ¢ 
= ( 0 m 2 + tf2 ) ( X ) . 
This implies that the eigenvalue solutions are 
Po= ±Jm2 + iP = ±E. 
(A.5) 
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We now solve the eigenstate equation to obtain</> and X· 
A.2.1 Positive energy solutions. (Particles) 
We take ( </> ) = ( _ </> _ ) . 
x 0'.(7. p'</> 
Substituting this into (A.5) and solving for E(po) and a. we obtain a. = E~m. We thus 
obtain two independent positive energy eigensolutions 
</>s 
w+(ff, s) = ( 1 - -,1..s ) 
E+mP. (J''f' 
1 0 
where </>8 is a two component spinor with ¢1 = ( ) and ¢2 = ( ) . 
0 1 
The complete positive energy solutions for Dirac equation are 
with E =Po= Jr+ m 2 . 
7/Jt, 8 (x) = w+(ff, s)e-ipx 
,l..S 
( 'f' ) e-i(Exo-fi·x) 1 """' """',!..S E+mP. (J''f' 
Choosing ¢t </> = 1 and normalizing the states to unity determines the normalization con-
stant N, 
It is customary to write the positive energy solution in terms of the positive energy Dirac 
1 
spinor u(j), s) which is defined as u(j), s) = J E + m ( _ _ ) </>8 • 
~ 
E+m 
The positive energy solution is then given by 
0 1,+ _ 1 f,;: ) -ipx 
'f'ps - . ~u\J',s e . 
' v2EV 
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A.2.2 Negative energy solutions. (Anti-particles) 
We take 
( ¢ ) = ( aii · Px ) , 
x x 
76 
and substitute this into (A.5) to obtain a = - Eim. The two independent negative energy 
eigenstates are 
1 - - s 
( - E+mP . ax ) w_(i,s) = 
XS 
0 1 
where XS is a two component spinor with x1 = ( ) and x2 = ( ) . 
1 0 
The complete negative energy solution (with the same normalization as before) is 
.1.- (x) w_r.;;,s)e-ipx 
'f'p ,s = V' 
If we change the sign of ff to -p, then the plane wave associated with the negative energy 
solution is eipx, where we now have Po = E > 0. We can interpret the negative energy solution 
as the complex conjugate of the positive energy solution with Po > 0. Thus 
J E + m ( J:m ) s eipx 
J2EV 1 X 
1 . ~==V(i s)eipx 
J2EV ' 
p.ii 
where v(i, s) = J E + m ( E+m ) xs is the negative energy Dirac spinor. 
1 
A.2.3 Orthogonality. 
The orthogonal relations that hold between the Dirac spinors are 
ut(i,s)u(p,s') = 2Ei5ss' 
v t (p, s )v(p, s') = 2Ei5ss' 
vt(-p,s)u(i,s') = 0 = ut(i,s)v(-p,s') 
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Therefore at time t = t' the following orthogonal relations hold for the solutions: 
jd3r 1/Jt,!(x)1/J;,s,(x) = 2(27r) 3Jr + m28(fi- p')8ss'' 
fa3r 1/J;,!(x)1/J;,,s,(x) = 2(27r) 3Jr + m28(ji- p 1)8ss'1 
fa3r 1/Jt,! (x )1/J;/ ,s' (x) = 0 
A.2.4 General Solution 
(A.6) 
The general solution to the Dirac equation is given by a linear combination of the positive 
and negative energy solutions, 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
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Mathematical Formalisms 
B.1 Functional Derivatives 
The derivative of the functional22 F[f(x)] with respect to the function f (y) is defined (in 
analogy with ordinary differentiation) as 
8F[f(x)] = lim F[f(x ) + t:8(x - y)] - F[f(x)] _ 
8j(y) <---+0 E 
Consider the functional F[f] = J dxf(x). Then 
8F[f] 
8f(y) E~ ~ [j (f(x) + t:8(x - y))dx - j J(x)dx] j 8(x - y)dx = 1. 
As another example, consider F[J] = J G(x, y)f (y) dy. Then 
8F[f] 
8f(z) ~~ ~ [ j G(x , y)(f(y) + t:8(y - z)) dy - j G(x, y)f(y) dy] j G(x, y)8(y - z) dy = G(x, z). 
In the general case, the functional derivative of a functional of the form 
with Kn(t1 . .. tn) completely symmetrical in t1, ... , tn; is given by 
Higher order derivatives may be obtained by taking the functional derivative of lower order 
functional derivatives. 
B.2 Grassmann Algebras. 
Consider a set of n real anti-commuting elements {Xi}f=l with [Xi , Xj]+ = 0. This com-
mutation relation implies a nilpotency condition, XI = 0. 
22 A functional F[f] is a rule for going from a function to a number. 
Thus functional : function -+ number. 
78 
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A Grassmann algebra is formed by the vector space 
g = span{l, Xi, XiXj, ···,XI··· Xn}, 
with the elements Xi being the generators of the algebra. No higher orders of these bases 
occur due to the nilpotency requirement on the generators. An element of this algebra g is 
called a Grassmann number.The most general form of a Grassmann number is 
g a0 + aiXi + aijXiXj +. · · + al...nXI · · · Xn 
"'""" "'""" 01···0k ~ ~ a Xoi · · · Xok · 
k 01 "" '°'k 
We can introduce complex Grassmann algebras, by forming a set of complex generators 
{ 17i}f=I from two sets of real generators {Xi, (i}f=1 with 
1Ji Xi+ i(i 
Since { 1Ji}f=1 satisfies the anti-commutator relations, we can form a complex Grassmann 
algebra 
g = span{l,1Ji,1Ji'T}j,··. ,171 · · ·1Jn} , 
with a general complex Grassmann number given by 
The complex conjugate of the product of two complex Grassmann variables is defined as 
( )* - * * * * 'T}i'T}j = 1Jj 11i = -17i 1Jj. 
B.2.1 Grading of Grassmann numbers. 
We introduce even and odd Grassmann numbers. An even Grassmann number is given by 
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and an odd Grassmann number is given by 
Consider 
('% · · · 'f/ip)(1U1 · · · 'f/jq) 
(-l)P'f/ji (% ... 'f/ip )('f/]2 · · • 'f/jq) 
(-l)PQ('f/j1 .. · 'f/jq)('f/ii .. · 'f/ip ) 
::::} ( 'f/ii .. · 'f/ip ) ( 'f/j1 .. · 'f/jq) - ( -1 )PQ ( 'f/j1 .. · 'f/jq )( 'f/i1 .. · 'f/ip ) = 0 
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Thus even Grassmann numbers commute with any other Grassmann number and odd Grass-
mann numbers anti-commute only with other odd Grassmann numbers. We thus introduce 
the parity of a Grassmann number A, 
EA 0 if A is even 
1 if A is odd 
and see that Grassmann numbers satisfy graded commutation relations 
AB - (-1)£AfB BA= 0. 
Note that A 2 = 0 only if A is odd. This is a generalization of the nilpotency requirement 
given above. 
B.3 Calculus of a complex Grassmann algebra. 
B.3.1 Differentiation. 
With normal complex numbers, we differentiate 
d 
-d (z1 ... Zi ... Zn ) 
Zi 
d d 
-d Zi(z1 ... Zi-l Zi+ l ... Zn )= -d (z1 ... Zi-lZi+l ... Zn ) Zi 
Zi Zi 
( z1 ... Zi-lZi+l ... Zn)· 
We follow the same method when we differentiate Grassmann variables, but we must be 
careful of the ordering. Since the Grassmann variables anti-commute (they are odd), we 
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obtain two different results if we ordered the variable being differentiated on the left or the 
right. This leads to the concept of a left and a right derivative. 
Left Derivative 
f-
( l)n-i -1( ) a 
- 771 . .. 1Ji-11Ji+ 1 ... 1Jn 1Ji -8 1Ji 
( l)n-i-1( ) 
- 171 .. · 1Ji- l 1Ji+l .. · 1Jn · 
Right Derivative 
--+ --+ 
a 
-8 (771 .. · 1Ji .. · 1Jn) 1Ji a
a (-1 )i-l7Ji ( 171 ... 1Ji-l 1Ji+l ... 1Jn) 
1Ji 
( -1 )i-l ( 171 · · · 1Ji-l 7Ji+l · · · 1Jn) · 
The left and right derivatives differ by a sign factor. 
We can introduce the product rule (for right derivatives) 
--+ --+ --+ 
~(AB)= (~A)B + (-l)EAA(~) 
01Ji 01Ji 01Ji 
where A, B are complex Grassmann variables. 
B.3.2 Integration. 
We introduce integration on a Grassmann algebra by defining the Berezin integral 
J dryi = o 
I d1Ji1Jj = Oij. 
We can also introduce multiple integral such as 
J d1Jn ... d171g(17) = n!al...n. 
Integration and differentiation give the same results, thus integration can be expressed in 
terms of differentiation 
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B.3.3 Change of variables. 
In the Grassmann algebra, we can replace the generators 'r/1, ... , 'r/n with a new set of 
generators fl1, ... , fln where fli = Sij 'r/j. 
Thus J dry1 ... drtnF(ry) = J dfj1 ... dflnflF(ry(ij)) where fl is a factor similar to the Jacobian 
that appears for transformation of normal variables. This can be written in differential form 
as 
-t -t -t -t 
a a a a _ 
-a ···-a F(rt) =-a- · ·· -a- [flF(rt(rt))J. 
rn ~ rn ~ 
--> --> --> 
Using the chain rule oFjfi) ="' 2..!J1£. oF(7J(fi)) we see that 
01); L.,k 01); 01Jk 
-t -t 
a~ .. . a~ F(ry(fj)) 'r/1 'r/n 
-t -t -t -t 
L a 'r/k1 ... a 'r/kn __§__ ... __.E_F(ry) 
ki ... kn 8fj1 ar;n 8rtk1 8rtkn 
-t -t 
L S -1 s-1 a a F( ) k 1··· kn-a .. . -a 'r/ 1
' n, 'r/k1 'r/kn ki ... kn 
-t -t 
~;;>7rs;(\) ,1 ... s;(~),na~1 . .. 8~n F(ry) 
(where we sum over all permutations of kl ... kn) 
-t -t 
(<let s)-1 aa ... aa F(rt) 
'r/1 'r/n 
-t -t -t -t 
a a a a _ 
::::} -
8 
... -
8 
F(rt) =<let s
8
_ ... 
8
_ F(rt(rt)). 
rn ~ rt1 ~ 
We see that fl is the determinant of the transformation matrix S. 
The change of variables in integral form is thus 
B.3.4 Translation invariance. 
If we have a Grassmann function F(ry) which we can decompose as F(ry) =Ji +rth, where 
Ji, h are independent of ry, then 
I dryF(ry) =I dry(J1 + rth) = h 
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If we translate T/ by ryo then 
j dryF(ry + ryo) = j dry(fi + (ry + T/o)h) = h 
=> j dryF(ry) = j dryF(ry + ryo). 
The integral over Grassmann variables is thus invariant under translations. 
B.3.5 Partial Integration. 
We can now derive partial integration using the chain rule. Thus 
-t -t -t J dry~ (f)g = J dry[~ (Jg) - (-l)fJ f ~:] 
-t 
-(-l)fJ J drJf ~:' 
-+ 
83 
because 0 Yr,9) is independent of ry, as ry can only occur once in f g due to the nilpotency 
requirement on Grassmann numbers. 
Thus, we see that partial integration is given by 
-t -t 
J dry_E__(f)g = -(-l)fJ J dryf !!....!!__ 8ry 8TJ 
B.4 Gaussian integrals. 
We wish to calculate many variable Gaussian integrals of the form 
where Mis an x n matrix. 
We diagonalize M by setting M =RT DR, where R is an orthogonal n x n matrix.Thus 
we have 
We change variables to x' = R x so that 
with the Jacobian given by J = l~~~t:::~~ll = detRT. 
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Since R is orthogonal, RT R = 1 and det RT = det R thus det RT R = det RT det R = 
( det RT) 2 = 1. This implies that det RT = ±1, and as the value of the volume integral must 
be positive, we choose det RT = 1. 
This gives 
with di the diagonal elements of D. The many variable Gaussian integral reduces to the 
products of single variable Gaussian integrals with the solution 
We now have 
I= ft {2; = (27r)n/2 
i=l v d; JITdi 
but ft di = det D = det(RM RT) = det M, thus the final solution of the many body Gaussian 
integral is 
(27r )n/2 1 
I= icx: i· ( det M) 2 ( det M) 2 
If we have complex variables then (by the same arguments as above) the Gaussian integral 
is given by 
B.5 Grassmann Gaussian integrals 
We now have a Gaussian integral where we the variables are Grassmann variables. Con-
sider j II drtkdrt'k eTJi M;iTJi. 
k 
This integral exists, since the exponent is finite as it cuts off after the quadratic expansion of 
the exponent. 
We first consider the integral where M is diagonal 
j II drtkdrt'ke'E.; TJi M;;TJ; = j II drtkdrt'ke°'kT/'kT/k. 
k k 
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The 17j.7]k term is even, so we can commute it past the d'f/1d'f/id'f/2d'f/2 ... term. We can reorder 
the integral so that 
If we wish to calculate a non-diagonal Gaussian integral then we must first diagonalize 
the Gaussian term. We set D = s-1MS, thus 
j II d17kd'f/ice11t SDs-111 
k 
We can change coordinates so that f/j = Sij1'f/j and f/J = 'f/lSij· This leads to 
I II df/kdijj. <lets <let s-1er;t SDs-ir; 
k 
= <lets <let s-1 II dkk 
k 
<let S <let s-1 <let D =<let M. 
The Grassmann Gaussian integral is thus 
j II d'f/kd'f/j.e11t MT/ = <let M . 
k 
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C.1 Integrals 
APPENDIX C 
Regularization 
In field theory we usually have to contend with integrals that are of the form 
j <Fxf(Jxl~) = j dO fo 00 µ(r)f(r)dr (C.l) 
where JxJ2 = L:x[, µ(r) is a new measure and n is the angular variables of the integrand. 
The measure µ(r) can be calculated by means of scaling. If x scales by a positive A such 
1 
that Xi= .Ax~, then <J!lxi = .Andnx~. Since r = JxJ2 then r =.Ar' and dr = .Adr'. The measure 
then becomes 
dOµ(r)dr .Anµ(r')dr'dn 
= .Anµ(r') dr dn 
.A 
µ(r) An-1µ(r 1) 
::::} µ(.Ar') An-1µ(r'). 
The only solution to this last equality is µ(r') = rm- 1. 
Thus (C.l) becomes 
i i I 12 To calculate J dO, choose f(JxJ2) = e-2 x . Then 
But 
86 
(C.2) 
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Thus the integral of the angular dependents is 
and the integral we wish to calculate, (C.2), becomes 
I 1 2(7r)% rXJ d11xf(JxJ2) = r(~) lo rn-l f(r)dr. (C.3) 
C.2 Regularization 
We cannot manipulate integrals that diverge, so we make these integrals finite by using 
a regularization technique. The regularized integrals become infinite under certain limit 
conditions. The aim is to see how the integral behaves when this limit is taken. There are 
mainly two kinds of regularization; the cutoff method and dimensional regularization. 
C.2.1 Cut off method. 
If we have an integral that diverges in the ultraviolet limit, then we can introduce a cut 
off value A in the integral so that, for example, 
r)() dq--q-3 __ 
lo (q2 + m2) 
We need to introduce terms in the theory that cancel out A 2 + A and then we can take the 
implied limit A --+ oo without there being any divergences. This method does not respect 
the symmetries of the theory. 
C.2.2 Dimensional Regularization. 
This is the standard regularization technique. To calculate Feynman integrals that are 
divergent in the UV limit, we usually have to calculate the following 
This integral can be well defined in arbitrary dimensions, say n = 2w E C. We can then 
calculate the integral in 2w dimensions and then take the limit where w --+ 2 to see how the 
integral diverges. 
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Define the integral in two dimensions as 
In general, we can manipulate f (k2 ) into a form f (k2 ) = (k2!b)"'; a, b > 0. Thus 
This can be written in the form of the beta function. 
The beta function is given by 
f3(x,y) fol dt e-1(1 - t)Y-1 
lo
oo 8 2x-l 2 ds · 
o (s2 + l)x+y ' 
lo
oo s2w-l 
2 ds · 
o (s2 + l)°' ' 
b t {3( ) - r(x)r(y) - r(w)r(a-w) 
u x, Y - r(x+y) - r(a) . 
Thus 
82 
t=---(1 + s2 ) 
x =w,y = a-w. 
I d 2Wk 1 bw-a r(a-w) (27r)2w (k2 + b)°' = (47r)w r(a) 
88 
(C.4) 
will have poles and diverge when a - w ---+ -n, a negative integer, otherwise the integral is 
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convergent. 
We can use {C.4) to calculate further integrals such as 
(C.5) 
We can also differentiate the above equation with respect to p to obtain additional iden-
tities 
I d2Wk k (b - p2 )w-a r(a - w) {27r)2w {k2 + 2k~ p + b)°' = {47r)w r(a) Pµ ' 
I d2wk kµkv (b- p2 )w-a r{a - w) {27r)2w (k2 + 2k. p + b)°' = {47r)w r{a) PµPv . 
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